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Looming conflict
with Iraq probed
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

contributing writer
I ta ussing cynicism toward
politicians, bias in the media
and global warfare, a foreign
policy analyst spoke Tuesday
evening at the Health and
Human Services building.
Lany Coodson, director and
associate professor of Middle
East studies in the Department
of National Security and
Strategy at the US. Army War
College in Carlisle, Pa., welcomed the packed auditorium
with what he called "Goodson's
I irst I aw <.tl'.
"It's a simple law," he said
"Just three little words: All
politicians lie."
Goodson said it is difficult
for citizens to determine when a
politician is lying. "We want to
believe in our leaders because of
partisanship
thy, but the stakes in the war
with Iraq are high. It is our, ivi,
duty to think of 'Goodson's
hrst l,aw' and to be cynical
about what politicians say."
Goodson said that attacking
Afghanistan after Sept.ll, 2001
was justified because of the
threat that al-Qaeda posed, but
reasons for attacking Iraq are
not clear, perhaps not even just.
"This is really about oil,
Israeli security and a strategy to
reshape the Middle East,"
Goodson said.
According to Goodson, the
public mistakenly believes that
Saddam Hussein possesses or is
trying to obtain nuclear
weapons of mass destruction.
But Hussein "is nowhere near
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It's a simple law. Just
three little words: All
politicians lie.
—Larry Goodson

director, U.S. Army War College

5?
possessing nuclear weapons,"
Goodson said. He added that
most of Hussein's weapons are
designed for battle use and are
limited on a large scale.
The other major reason for
war, Coodson said, was the
question of Hussein's intentu ins
"We're not sure whether he has
Unfa t» al-Qaeda or olher terrorist organizations," Goodson said.
"There has been some evidence,
but there hasn't been declassified
information that convincingly
suggests of a connection."
Senior administration officials have suggested that
Hussein's behavior is enough to
justify war, Goodson said. "But
Washington cannot make war
for that reason while supporting
other dictatorships in the
Middle East, Asia and elsewhere," he added.
Even though information is
cloudy at this point, Goodson
said there are other alternatives
to respond to a generalize,!
threat. He emphasized that
see IRAQ page 4

MOROAN RmnJwffphinniniphri
Faculty and student speakers gathered on the commons Tuesday at noon to speak out against war In Iraq.

Anti-war speak out draws faculty, students
: I I \ Si HORN
staff writer
An antiw.it speak out
was held on the commons
Tuesday at noon with guest,
faculty and student fpflghflfl
Freshman Ammar Shallal
organized the event with
sponsorship from Anmestv
lnt.-rn.ilion.il ,uui support
from ■noup ot ttudents who
BY COI

i

war coalition,
"We an- not point,i
gers. We are listening people's opinions," Shallal said.
"Our forefathers started this
country so we could voice
our opinion IV said the
go.il ot the speak out was to
allow all sides ot the story to
be heard, which is why he
asked tor people to voice
; mions after the1-pe.ik
en finished.
The first speaker was Rev.
John Grace, campus minMORGAN RIFHL/Mtfph»<*n«l*rr
Larry Goodson said politicians hava ulterior motives — Including securing Middle Eastern oil — In Instigating war In Iraq.

Wriai

coordinator,

who

spoke about wars and the
suffering they cause. "War is

Linguistics cut protested
BY SARAH SHAMORADIAN

staff writer

As JMU plans to close
Madison I .inguistics Services — a
nationalk recognized translation
program — opponents of the ck>
sure spoke in defense of MIS.
MIS was a two year-old
. translation service where students could apply language skills
in a real-life business setting.
According to Translation
Services Director Christophe
Rethore, |MU was the only universitv in the country with both
a translation program and a
translation centei
A petition was distributed at
last week's organized event
held on the commons, as stu-

dents gathered to show their
support for the program.
According to the Jan. \b
issue of The Breeze, all programs
related to the Center for
Translation and Interpretation
have faced cuts. According to
the article, the decision to cut the
programs was made in eatlv
December 2002.
"We've had under-enmllments for some time in the translation programs," Richard
Whitman, dean of the College of
Arts& Letters, said in the article,
"and we've had much greater
demand in other areas so wi re
trying to shift our resources
According to senior Holli
sir TRANSLATION, page 5

vmim ii i'
Senior Beth Krebs signs a
petition to save MLS.

KRISTY

Information on alternative methods to beat stress presented
BY KELLY JASPER

presentations and seminars
were availabk* to students on the
third floor of Taylor Hall
The Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals presented
a "Pet Therapy" display in which
participants could play with a 3month-old tabby cat or two 9week-old puppies Interacting
with animals is proven to he
physically, mentally and emiv
Morally beneficial," said Kim
Morrison ('01), a SPCAvolunhvr
"We wanted to have the animals
here for students because they're
away from home and can't have

pets in a dorm or apartment," she
viki "It's nue tor students to be
abfe to come and play with an
animal and relax withixit worrying about liaving to take can' of it
or anything"
I reshman Barrett Btogdod
said she enjoyed ipancUng time
with the animals 'I'm allergic to
cats and dogs so I can't have
them at home." she laid "It was
nice to be able to play with them,
even nisi tor a few minutes."
A "Play Therapy" activity
ser BLUES, page 5

countries are not able to take
care of the plants due to the
sanctions, Spaulding said. He
also said that the conditions
there, and the actions of the
United States, are against the
Geneva Conference because it
is causing extreme suffering.
Writing program pn»fessor
ot. •■ t
Kobert
Sherwood
— Ammar Shallal focused ,»n th»- ide* of how
freshman the American government
almost is selling the war to
the people, using propagan??
da to gain support tor the
defending freedom."
war. He described the affair
Craig Spaulding,
an as "starting two or three
Eastern Mennonite University months ago, kind of out of
graduate student who recent- the blue," while America was
ly spent several weeks visiting still in the aftermath of the
Iraq, spoke about the coun- Afghanistan campaign.
■] stmlents and factry's terrible conditions. Due
to the sanctions, doctors must ulty members also stood and
wait months to receive their spoke their own opinions
supplies, if they get them at regarding the war in Iraq,
all. "Sometimes doctors 'play presenting both sides. Senior
God,' deciding who is going Ellen Prtxrtor said, "I don't
support the loss of life, but I
to get medication/'he said.
European countries have
see WAK, page 5
built sanitation plants, but the

-U
We are not pointing
fingers. We are
listening to
people's opinions.

Speaker urges courage
to combat alcohol abuse

Police report
two suspicious
behavior cases

According to JMU Police, two
recent cases of suspicious behavior
have been reported on campus.
A suspect in a black Honda
stopped on the Carrier Drive
Bridge over Interstate 81
Saturday, Feb. 8 at 2 a.m. and
yelled at two male students,
asking the students for their
money- According to police, the
suspect Is believed to be a
Hispanic male with dark complexion. The Honda was reported as being "tricked out," with a
lowered suspension, loud
exhaust svstem and an extended base sound system.
see ALCOHOL, page 4
The second incident occurred
Sunday, Feb. 9 at approximately
830 p.m. when femak' students
were approached by five while
males in trie |Mads section of the
l<-sti\al. The men reportedly
were speaking Russian and
accented I nglish. t >ne of the suspects allegedlv committed an act
HI simple assault on one of the
Festival cashiers. One of the five
suspects reportedly was seen
with a butterfly knife. An off-duty
cadet requested that the suspects
leave, and all five suspects fled
upon the arrival of a police officer.
Four of the suspects left the scene
in a dark Honda, and the fifth fled
and hid in the bushes but was
apprehended by the officer.
Any information regarding this investigation should
be reported to JMU PoUca at
ABBY SI I I IVAN/.i»ifn7Miii»/'»r«ltrapVl
x8-6"13
Grad students Dave Rosa and Jill Ruppersberger de-stress with
— compiled from staff reports
puppies at "Beating the Winter Blues" Tuesday.
BY KRISTEN GKH-N

Students beat the winter blues
contributing writer
Providing students with activities, information and demonstratione on alternative methods of
beating stress, PC Ballroom
attracted students to the "Beating
the Winter Blues" fair Tuesday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The fair was sponsored by
the Counseling & Student
Development Center, University
Health Center and University
Program Board. About 15 vendors set up displays and activity
centers in the ballroom while

always a sign of failure, a failure of human beings to
relate I le said that human
lii ihouU be held in the
lushest regard and mentioned that I'opejohn Paul II
ruts opposed the war openly.
Another speaker focused
on what some perceive as the
ulterior motive for the tentative tw I'.ujsitson theMC■ iiiil targes) oil reserve in the
world/ said Kenneth Wnght,
M»r from the writing
program, who spoke about
how the war in Iraq is about
the American need for oil
"It's not you and me
[PnvJdflnt] Hush works for.
It's Texaco ... and other oil
companies."
Several students agreed
with this statement, including
junior !<*■ Ciarallo. who said
that the war is not in the interest of the American people.
"War is unjust and is occurring mainly because of political and economic reasons and
not for fighting terrorism or

contributing writer
In "Courage to Care," a presentation by Carolyn Comelison
Monday in the College Center
Grand Ballroom, students were
exposed to personal and powerinl ways. It* recognize the warning signs of ,i problem with
alcohol or other drugs and how
tt • address addiction.
As a high school and college
athlete, in addition to actively
p.nticipating in Greek life on
campus, c ornt'lison described
iKrscIf as "out of control" when
it came to alcohol. She said she
had her first drink at age 17, two

weeks before her 18th birthday,
while on the way to a club with
her college friends. After that,
she said her alcohol intake
increased dramatically
Cornel isi m said she now travels to schools throughout the
United
States
spreading
"Courage to Care." Her goals are
to inform students about the
signs that forewarn being an outof-control drinker and how to aid
friends with aknhol problems by
detailing her own experiences.
As a member of Delta Zeta
sorority, playing ml.i. ollegiaie
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Schwartz sentencing

3

AKA events

3

JMU Service Fair

3

OPINION

Sigma IBU IVlt.i English Honor Society will be selling
ikiiiiiK' cr.ims today in Keezell Hall from 10a.m. toZp.L
p.m.
I hei * ill be >i«'li\ ena lomorruw. Cost to $1 for on-campus
d»'li\rru's ,in«i >2 lor oil-campus di'livi'ru-s. Contact Kuth
Harm at hiiriura for more information.

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, »u )
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
• Vtomn'l ru^ln is hi>stin^ L'Va. in its hrst home game of
the season at noon on Godwin Field. For more information, email pmverxm.

House editorial: "Bar nights"
failure shows lack of planning

7

Student warns of Valentine's vixens

7

Darts and pats

7

Teachers not at fault lor boredom

8

Campus spotlight: Who's
your daddy7

8

LEISURE
Crossword and horodcopes

10

FOCUS
Grillin'itup

POLICE LOG

WEATHER

B1! SHARON BLEAKNEY
police Ion reporter

11

STYLE
Rockin'in an artful way

Today

ge

Barry M. Rein. 19, ol Man,
arrested and charged wi
and obstruction ot justn
Feb. 9 at 11:13 p.m.

High 38 Low 21

13

Niki Barr preview

13

Low

All things literary

14

Friday

Cloudy

36

22

Increase in generic lashion
awareness

16

Saturday

Snow

28

22

Sunday

Snow

30

27

Monday

Partly Cloudy

40

21

High
Artemenko, 23, of
and charged with
at the College
p.m.

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reportaS^^^Bry ol a
digital camera from Ealpltta1' between,
Feb. 7 at 12:01 am and Fe*f

"Steps to Remember"

Mostly Sunny

fled damage to a
W>. 7 between 3 a.m.

In other matters, cami
the following:

13

ublic charges since

A JMU student reported the larceny ol a
JAC card and a key ' r> a jacket in a
Godwin Hall locker i
Fee 10 between
10 and 11 a.m.

SPORTS
Men's basketball

17

Women s basketball

17

MARKET WATCH

Out of bounds

17

AK*doMonWMwi*y. Fstruav 12.2003

Club sports

18
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words, boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid In advance in The
Breeze office
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Jlavorofthe
Week:

Apple

1003 SASO*
Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Invites you to their Sunday College Ministry activities:
College Sunday School 9:45am
Morning Worship 11:00am
College Chorale 4:00pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Fellowship Dinner 6:00pm (Free!)
ftsntponarJon .ivailahlc for all events
Call Barbara Hnllowcll. Minister o( Students
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
433-2456 • www.harrisonburghaptist.com

Call me. I can help.
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442-7878
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BUFFALO WILD WINGJ
^» GRILLS, BAR «^
GNECK

puT puB «tzzulM' rfPEciA*.*...

MoM: Karaoke &. $2 Appetizers from Qpir
Tut: 30 cent Wings
Et^Qfcent Legs & Live
Fajit^s.
■nen
Appetizer*
South Main Harrisonburg. Va 22801

438-

Close

Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!
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CCM, CS-L sponsor Service Fair

NEWS

Students interested in doing
service after graduation gained
valuable information Monday.
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"We*ll be able to see where
the sorority has come from
and where it is today."
CHARMAINE WINGFIELD

junior, AKA vice president

••* story below

Schwartz gets 48 years

He's a PT-player. bahy!'

Former JMU student sentenced in
connection with father's death
BY BlLBBM LoiRhSb AND
KHALIL GARRIOTT

contributing writer and
news editor
Former JMU student Clara
Ja.w Schwartz, 20, was sentenced Monday to 48 years in
prison by a Loudoun county
judge for enlisting a friend to
kill her father.
"We are responsible for our
actions. We don't try to shift
blame to others," Loudoun
County Circuit Judge IhooiH
D.
Home said,
Idling
Schwartz she was the one who
"set in motion I series of
events that led to the terrible
death," according to an article
in the Feb. 11 issue of The
Washington PaM

Schwartz was a student at
JMU when her father, wellknown
scientist
Robert
Schwartz, 57, wa.-. stabbed
approximately 30 times with
a sword while alone in his
Loudoun County farmhouse
on Dec. 8, 2001. She was

UTUted Feb. 1, 2002 in her for "good behavior" while in December 2002 to secondRockingham Hall room when prison, meaning she could be degree murder for driving
investigators tied her to the released at age 61 instead of 68, Hulbert to the farmhouse I lc
slaying through records on according to the News-Record.
will be sentenced in April
her computer.
Schwartz showed no emo"She was a good person,
According to an article in tions and left the Leesburg but she had these demons,"
the Feb. 11 issue of the courtroom in ankle chains, Christopher Schwartz, Clara s
Harrisonburg Daily News- without looking at her relatives, uncle, said in Vie Post.
Record, Michele Schwartz, the News-Record reported.
the defendant's sister, said in
Clara Schwartz had enlisther testimony, "It's hard ed the help of her friend Kyle
enough to lose a father, but Hulbert, 22, of Millersviile,
to have .1 sister commit such Md„ to kill her father with a 2a horrible crime, it's some
foot sword. Hulbert told police
thing I struggle with."
that he killed Robert Schwartz,
Schwartz's attorney, James to protect his friend from vertonnell. requested that the bal abuse she allegedly
judge uphold the jury's recom- received from her father.
mendation for a 30-year sen- Hulbert's defense attorneys
tence for first-degree murder, plan to argue that a history of
but drop the extra years for mental instability caused him
conspiracy to commit murder to "misinterpret his interacand two counts of solicitation tions with Schwartz," accordto commit murder. Home ing to an Oct. 10,2002 article in
denied the request and gave The Breeze. He is scheduled for
Schwartz the maximum sen- Irial in April.
FIIJ-IPIIOTO
tence of 48 years. However, the
Another alleged accomdefendant could get a 15 per- plice to the murder, Michael Clara Jane Schwartz, a former
cent reduction in her sentence I'fohl, pleaded guilty in sophomore at JMU, will spend
up to 48 years In prison.

Service fair offers 'dynamic opportunities

^it'JlHiM
AMERICORPS NA1I0HM CIVILIAN COMMUNITY FOR HUMANITY

_ BIG BROTHERS AND BIG SISTERS
BON STCOURS U01UN1EIR MINISTRY

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
BRETHREN VOLUNTEER SERVICE
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
CATHOLIC NETWORK OF VOLUNTEER SERVICE

CHRIST HOUSE
CHRISTIAN APPALACHIAN PROJECT

COMMUNITY SERVICE LERANING
DE SALES SERVICE WORKS
GLOBAL MINISTRIES: UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

JESUIT VOLUNTEER CORPS.
LUTHERAN VOLUNTEER CORPS.
MAR YKNOLl CHINA SERVICE PROJECT

MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMUNITY
MERCY HOUSE
MERCY VOLUNTEER CORPS

PEACE CORPS
THE ASSOCIATION OF RETARDED CITIZENS
UNITED WAY HARRISONFjURG/ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY

XAVERIAN BROTHER VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
SARAH SlASnVJgruphHi editor
The JMU Service Fair took place Monday at 10 a.m. In PC
Ballroom Among the agencies represented at the fair were the
Peace Corps, Mercy Corps and Americorpe. "It offers opportunities to students to be part of a community ... ," senior Megan
Sweat said. The fair was co-sponsored by CCM and CS-L

BY AMIR
POONSAKVARASAN

contributing writer
Catholic Campus Ministry,
in
conjunction
with
Community Service-Learning,
sponsored the 4th annual JMU
Service Fair Monday.
The service fair primarily
was geared toward upperclassmen looking to work in a
service or volunteer held
after graduation. It provided
a wide range of service
groups from well-known
organizations such as the
Peace Corps to locally-based
groups such as the Christian
Appalachian Project.
"The service fair provides
opportunities for students to
OHM to really gather information as well as place their
names on mailing lists of their
organizations in order to keep
in contact with them," said
Kevin Kostic, associate campus minister with CCM.
This year's fair was represented by more than 20 different organizations and
groups. According to Kostic,
goals of the fair were to
expand and develop the lists
of services interested in participating and also to broaden
the different types of groups
that participate.
"We had roughly a student
per minute coming in at one
point, probably because of
our good publicity this year,"
said Gwen Louden-Gerber,
graduate assistant with CS-L.
According to Kostic, for some

CIA director warns of potential
al-Qaeda attack, plot to strike
BY LAI RA SULLIVAN

The Baltimore Sun
In a chilling presentation
before a Senate panel Tuesday,
CIA Director George Tenet
described al-Qaeda as a
"resourceful, merciless'" enemy
ami warned that the terrorist network may strike by week's end.
Appearing
before
the
Senate Intelligence Committee
with FBI Director Robert S.
Mueller III, Tenet said his
agency has gathered the most
compelling evidence yet from
"multiple sources" that a plot
may be in the works.
"The intelligence is not idle
chatter on the par: of terrorists
and their associates," Tenet
said. "It is the mi>st specific we
have seen, and it is consistent
with both our knowledge of alQaeda doctrine and our
knowk-dge of plots this network — particularly its senior
leadership - has been working on for years."
Tenet's comments were the
most detailed on the subject
since President Bush raised

the threat warning last week
trom "elevated risk" to "high
alert," setting in motion a
series of stepped-up security
measures nationwide.

-64-

students it was their first
introduction to volunteering,
while for many others it was
the next big step into the
application pTOOtM
One student who fell into
the latter category was junior
I atUe I'eterson "I first got
involved with service work
through the (. ,itholu Campus
Ministry because I
iik,ICCM's] whole approach by
using faith in order to promote
action, Peterson said.
According to LoudenGerber, mam classes on campus require students to
become involved in volunteer
organizations.
"Currently,
there are about 1,000 JMU students working in various
agencies .is well ,is federal
work studies programs,"
Louden-Gerber said.
Peterson said, "Catholic
Campus Ministry attracts a
large number of JMU students who participate in projects and various agencies of
campus within the surrounding community."
According to Kostic, he and
Cathy Manderheld ('96) contacted Rich Harris, associate
director of CS-L. With the formation of this partnership, the
•erviCi (air was established
"I think the service fair is
dynamic in that it offers opportunities to students to be part of
a community in a different way
rather than going straight into
the corporate world," said Mi
ior Megan Sweat, disabilities
service coordinator of CS-L.

Jeff Konln, advisor of the Pre-Physlcal Therapy
Society, speaks at Tuesday's Pre-PT meeting at 8
p.m. In HHS 2210. All new members were welcome
to attend: e-mail konlnjg for more information.

AKA celebrates
25th anniversary
Lambda Chi chapter to host
banquet, ball, poetry readings
BY RtNtfc KART
contributing writer
Alpha
Kappa
Alpha
Sorority, Inc. is celebrating its
25th anniversary through
Sunday with events, a banquet
and a ball.
Junior Charmaine Wingfield,
vice president of AKA, said,
"W.- ,»rv ■BBM to bonn BW)
yearo. the last 23 j ears together.
We'll be abk- to see where the
sofOrftl Nat come from and
when1 it is UKI.IV."
Acconhng to Wingfield, the
Lambda Chi chapter was charter! on Bab, li 1978 and to
commemorate its anniversary
the sorority is having a "Pink
I la/e" celebration
The week's main event takes
place Saturday with a CaMed
banquet and a closed reded ication tO charter members
According to senior Stephanie
Crute, a wooden plaque that
hung in front of Carrier Library
was reported missing in Spring
2002. Another one was made
and will be rededicated to the
charter members.
The banquet will include
Robyn LXik Ausberry ('79),
charter member and kevnote
speaker. Ausberry will present
moments of reflection over the
past 25 years and slideshows
To kick off the week, AKA
listers attended a church sen fa t
at Christ Our Redeemer Church
in Staunton. "The somrity went
to show support to the pastor,
one of our AKA sisters, who is
also a graduate advisor," said

i ruse, co-chairman for the 25th
anniversan celebration.
AKA also is raising money
tor the American Cancer Society.
C ontinuing through tomorrow,
lORJrity members are selling
( rush soda and delivering It i"
the nnrrhimn' 'cruah
WingtieM

said

yesterday

was ( harti'i 1 ).i\ We \**T\ed\
md punch in Taylor |H.ill].
[here are so oiany charter memben coming buck and we fwant
eel) to show how awesome we
think that is." Wingfield said.
Another v\ ent taking place is
"love (ones poetry a chance
for students to express their talents on Stage; according to
Crute. The sorority is sponsoring the event which will take
place at 8pm at IDI toda\
"The hall is a chance for us
to celebrate, get dazzled up
and have a good time,"
Wingfield said. The "Pink Ice
Ball" is a semiformal/formal
event open to the entire JMU
community Saturday beginning at 10 p.m.
"Pink Han week will conclude Sunday with a church
service in Mor 2Q2afl n a.m.
The goals of AKA are to
serve through sisterhood, scholarship and service to all
mankind,
according
to
Wingfield. She said the chapter
does programs that fall under
the categories oi education,
health and the black family.
AKA also holds pn>grams for
economics and the arts, according to Wingfield.

No Gray area in elections bill

fund raising, recruitment and
training. But, he added, these
cells could be quickly mobilized to carry out terrorist
operations. He said some of
these groups may have been in
the country since before the

Sept. ll, 2001 attada

The intelligence is not
idle chatter on the part
of terrorists and
their associates.
— George Tenet
CIA Dirciinr

Mueller added to the bk-ak
outlook, testifying that the FBI
believes there are several hundred extremists linked to alQaeda — some organized into
«ells
living in the United
Mali's, not all of which the
bureau has located or identified
Mueller said their activities
vein so far to be focused on

"The challenge of finding
and rooting out al-Qaeda
members once they have
entered the US. and have the
time to establish themselves is
our most serious intelligence
and law enforcement challenge," Mueller said.
Tenet said the intelligence
the CIA gathered that ]vd to last
week's elevated alert suggests
that al-Qaeda is aiming for t.n
gets within the United States
and on the Arabian Peninsula.
He s.iid they would likely
include the use of "a dirty
bomb" that expels radiological
material when it explodes, but
added that al-Qaeda is trying to
obtain or develop other meth
ods of attack including using
surface-to-air missiles and
.'■ It HKOH

MORGAN KIUI\<\t,atrl„,i,v„,rli,i
Sophomore Matt Qray. president pro tempore of the Student Government Association,
speaks to S0A members at Tuesday night's senate meeting. In addition to passing two
finance bills — one for Campus Crusade tor Christ to purchase sound equipment and
another for EQUAL to finance a weekend seminar — the senate passed the Elections
Reform BUI. " ... It gives more credibility to the elections process," Qray said of the bill.
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IRAQ: Strategy key in mid-East war

IRAQ, fhmpm /
nhnma) h kn
Stntag) ■ finding the right
mix of ways and mam bo
achieve the end." Goodson Hid
"We have to know how to
respond to the problem
I le Mid mat an analvsi^ i4 n>
trad sitihition musl like the 11 an
and hem-fits of war into account
Goodson listed bcneAbi ot .i
war with baa Including the
elimination ot Hussein and his
weapons ot mass destruction.

the installation of a new NOUM
in Iraq and dinvt access to Iraqi
oil Amerua would possess.
But (.nooSon warned that
the costs would far outweigh
the benefits. "Anything other
than a ver\ short war would
COal tens OT billions of dollars,
an unknown number ot ttvca
and a substantial political
uphaaval thai would raaull in
heated anti-Americanism," he

s,nd "American aolcttara would
be m the heart ol the Middle

last tor years, resulting in a
clash ot cultures (Xim.i bin
I adefl was trying to bring
abtHit with [Sept. 111"
According to Goodson,
America had widespread support
for
war
against
ArghanistanafterSept.il, 2001,
contrasting with the current
objection over a war with Iraq.
Major U.S. allies, including
France, Germany and Russia,
are intensely opposed" to U.S.
military action.

"When a supery* m a gala - * \
tar out in front or tlie s»vond-tier
powers, those in the second tier
tend to band together against the
leader," Got his* «i Hid
I ic added that werdng (* * >pcration would be best for U.S.
security. "We don't want to lv
\ tawad as | threat to second-tier
powers/' he said. "This war will
reduce our security if we don't
take precaution!
Goodson said the Untied
States is most threatened bv

young unlit,nil Muslims and that
the proper response to this threat

is to anooumaa aodal economic
and political reform in Iraq.
"The hard part is the abend*
i/ation of Islam." he said, adding
that changes would he made in
such areas as freedom tor women.
There was a mixed response
to (rtxidson's speech, though
most comments wen positive.
Sophomore Julia I aal Mid
she was tnuibled bv < rood son's
comment about the liberali/a

TERROR: CIA warns of ALCOHOL: Finding solutions
possible future attacks
64-

TSKMOK.fnmptgi I
underwater technique to hit
maritime targets.
"This latest nyxirting underscores the threat that tht' aKJaeda
uncork continues to rxw to the
United States." Tenet said. The network is extensive and adaptable. It
will take years of determined effort
tii unravel this and otlvr terrorist
networks .md stamp them out"
lenet said ,m attaikcould be
timed to coincide with the end
of the Muslim Hajj hol\' il.n-.
which conclude late tin- weak
It also Hkeiv could bedhadad
at laiyeK unprotected t
•.mailer in scale to tlwse attacked
cm Sept. 11, such as hotels md
apartment buildings Me Mid alQaeda is likek lixiking (or any
success, however small to bolster the morale ot its supporters
lioth Tenet and Mueller
stressed that their organizations
have changed in an effort to

deal with the ongoing threat of
another att.uk
Mueller pointed to several
transformations in the biuvau,
including a computer system
overhaul, the addition of hundreds of new agents and a new Ml
of priorities that puts pa-venting
terrorism above solving traditional crimes such as bank robberies.
In a heated exchange with
Sen. John Fdwards, D-N.C,
Mueller defended the agency's
efforts to reform itselt Despite
that, Edwards told Mueller he
MNJUld like to IM all of the
bureau's intelligence-related
functions pulled from the
bureau and turned over to ,i
separate agency.
Tenet emphasized the damage the United SIMM has inflicted
on al-Qaeda, arresting more than
3,000 people, impairing its command structure and sending it cm
the nin without a home base.

ALCOHOL, from page I
soflball and serving as president of
the Intramural Council for two
terms at Georgia State University,
Comelison was told that there
would be at least five nights a week
during which she often would
hive tlx' opportunity todrmk with
her sorority sisters. Although she
tried setting limits for herself —
eight drinks in an evening — she
MM aha tound that she often
woukl go over her limit, experiencing blackouts and being unable to
remember anything she did.
"I don't ever remember raving a regulator to tell me to atop
drinking," CofflMliaofl said.
"The more I drank, the more I
could drink."
By her junior year in college,
ajon had acquired three
Driving Under the Influence
charge l!. ; :,.■:„r s friend, a
local judge, was able to change
her first one to public drunkenness. Comelison said the
change on her permanent

Slill wailing

Hermessage really
hit home.
— Rebecca Farmer

-9?
record made a huge difference
in her actions.
"I wish I'd gotten in trouble
the first time," Cornelian said
"because it is important to
know that there is .i oonacj
quence to your beha\ ioi
Comelison realized that she
had a problem with alcohol when
she called a friend from college to
inform them of a drunk-driving
aiAidenl involving a mutual
sorority sister. "Oh, ( arnlvn.'
came the response from the other
end of the phone, "We always
thought it would be vi-u." Until

then, nobody had made her
admit to abusing alcohol.
ComeHaon advised. Titan
tell somebodv if you know that
thev hava a problem If vou
don't know what to do, pteaac
talk tii aornebody who can help
von speak up. This is the best
time ot you lite, hut let B get
help for [those who need it]
because they deserve it
Students took away much
from Comelison fl pnsei .ration.

'I gained more penonal Lnatghi
into how alcohol affects people
personally instead ol fUBl hearing statistics.." junior Rebecca

Pannaraald "Her imnaap nally hit home
Junior Amy liutlrr laid,

' Hie personal exparianca
riaacribed in the praaartuiUori
made it easv to relate to."
John D. Eiland Co., Inc., the
local Anheuser-Kusch distributor, sponsored "Courage to
( an. For more information,
visit umntKlvervsponsiltle.com.

lion of Islam. "The roots of their
entire culhat an' in Islam, and
it s wnmg for us to go in and
change something so central to
their civilization," she said "It's
like we're on a crusade."
According to freshman Sharif
Herman, [Goodson] balanced
that by presenting botn sides."
According to junior |o
Mendez, "[Goodson] raised
some n-ally thoughtful points
about the differences between
Iraq and Afghanistan."

Applications
for political
science major
now accepted
The politic,ll science department currently is accepting
applications for students inter
c-t.-d in m.i|oring in political science, public administration and
international affairs
According to the Jan. 23 issue
of The Rreex\ incoming freshmen

and iranafcn ki Ml aim will
have the opportunity to declare
their majors as pn>-political sciBfftoe, pie puhlu .ulnunistration
or pre-intemational affairs.
Cumulative grade-point averages and pn'-major class grades
will h| taken into consideration,
department head Glenn Hatted!
MM m TheBmu
I lasted! said the deadline for
majors applications is Monday
at 3 p.m. The department of
political science is located in
Vlaury Hall mom UK and can
be reached at xK-61-IV.
— compiled from -Inf) report*

NEW EXCHANGE PKOGIIAMS AVAILABLE
BEGINNING FALL 2003
www.jmu. edu/international

uff(/Me Course CMpwtif
(HCou.de:

education

CommuAicatioK Sciences

for the phone call
you may never get?

/nttfrated lecknototoes
Economics

k/kite on a Jflftf excUnpe, fin wiffl
pap room anctlioardto tie overseas

Meanwhife^*

institution friiceAUMjtf tuition at

other aparfmenfs
are aff
filfing up!

Ashby Crossing still has
4-bedroom units available!
Qor tU $40 (Wpitcatioii be,
cm we wagmnuout0
apartment o« tlta spot.

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonbure, VA 22801
432-1001

.Ashby
Crossing

Most of tho universities offer courses In English!
nustracia

China

rCorea

rwana

Indonesia

opain

Sweden

Japan

nuH&arv

unMana

(femaHff>

For Further Into
contact Cheryl Tobler
Assistant Director,
International Programs
toblerca @jmu. edu
568-6273
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BLUES: Students learn to de-stress

BI.L'LS, from page 1

CcntB Ml up by CSDC invited
students to use the acth Mica
tins i-njoyi-d as childnn to
ICtteVt MMM Mid relax. Anne
Stewart psychology professor
.in.I prulduil of the Vbgtnii
Association for I'lay Therapy,
said that people undon-stim.iti'
the healing powers of play.
Sand trays, balloons, play
dough and finger paint's
allowed students to experiment
with visualization and relaxation techniques for da-Mad
ing and pmblem soKing
UREC also set up an informational table at the expo.
Bnote Thompson, coordinator
of marketing and sponsorships.
said that coming to I KM i~ |
gnat way for many students to
distress and kick the winter
'olues. "UREC offers so many
things other than your baaV iii
neat opportunitii's," Thompson
said, "[such as] our massage
studio, a yoga class or an
■dvcntun trip like Inking,
climbing or skiing."
A "Food and Mood Zone"
allowed students to sample different foods and learn how
nutrition can affect a person's
mood
Campus
dietician
MichcleCavolo said th.it uTt.iin
foods have been proven to cle-

-.6
(The) moonwalk made
me feel like I was
12 again.
-ElissaWiehn

5?
vate mood. Hot pepper* make
the brain release endorphins
which are a natural pain killer
and produce a temporary high
to make us feel better, she said.
A relaxation station set up
by CSDC allowed students to
sample relaxing music and
learn about breathing techniques and anxiety-reducing
therapies
Junior
Jamie
Calcagno said that the station
was a "great way to learn about
alternative therapies."
The health fair also featured a "Moonwalk" jumping
and bouncing room. Senior
Rlissa Wiehn said the fair was
very therapeutic and the
"moonwalk made me feel like
I was 12 again
Free facial analyses were

WAR: JMU speaks out
against Iraq conflict
WAR, from pay. /
love my country. If the administration's best solution is to go
to war to protect the interests
of my country, I will support
that decision
Senior Andrea Winkler
said, "I do not believe that
Iraqis deserve to die for the
evils of one man. Hatred will
never appease hatred We
WeR lies er given the authority to choose who lives and
who dies
Winkler also said of the
speak out, "I think it's a really
valuable opportunity for people to educate themselves and

discuss an issue that is too
often
ignored
by
the
American public.''
Shallal explained that junior Kyle Murphy and sophomore Brim Bernhardt have
Organized an anti-Iraqi war
coalition to raise awareness
and support. They have prepared .1 petition drive with the
goal
of
declaring
ll.irrisonburg a city against
the war in Iraq. The group is
organizing other events in the
upcoming weeks, including
participating in an international protest in New York
City this weekend.

given by Amy Taylor, a skin
analysis and color specialist, to
aid in clothing color choices for
individuals. Taylor said that
the analysis was important and
beneficial to students. "Even
the very act of taking care of
yourself will help you feel better and change your attitude,"
she said. "When you look better, you feel better."
The
REACH
Peer
Education program set up a
relaxation booth offering giveaways and handouts on deitrajsing techniques. Light
therapy, aromatherapy and
other relaxation booths also
were featured in the ballroom.
Graduate student Kent
Massie was just one of several
presenters who gave clinics and
M minars in Taylor Hall. In his
relaxations techniques presentation, Massie led a group of
about 20 students through deep
breathing methods, six stretching exercises and a visualization
-»iTuse. "Use all five of your
senses," Massie said. "If you're
at the beach, feel the sun and
taste the salt of the air."
Freshman Alex Slamka said
Massie taught him a lot of way
to better deal with stress. "With
so many classes and tests, it's
good to have techniques like

eree offered by MLS."
Unlike other programs
affected by the budget cut, MLS
produced money as it is a mi*stly student-run business merged
with an academic setting.
"You would think that MLS
would be a welcome addition
on campus because we bring
money, but it does not seem to
be the case," MLS Executive

...OR POSSIBLY MORE?

JMU

BE YOUR CUPID

!

Check out SPEED DATING!
•Free Prizes*
Bring a Friend
Call 568-2319 to register!
If you forget to regurter come join ui anyway
(Pawporti Welcome!)

Thursday, Feb. 13
9pm Festival (UPPER LEVEL)
llimnl li UHC
• id 1*1.1101

ABBY Sll I LVANfamfrOMtog ,-/■
Educating students on ways to de-stress, REACH was one of
the croups that participated In "Beating the Winter Blues."

TRANSLATION: Program cut protested

TRASSlATION.frvm me i
Ml.ukwell, who is a translations
minor, "When 1 first heard that
the program was being cut, I
could not believe it."
According to senior Vera
Dianova, "I know of several students who had chosen JMU precisely because of the translation
program and the work experi-

LOOKING FOR NENT FRIENDSHIPS?
LET

these to de-stress."
Junior Vanncssa langhol/. ,1
group fitness instructor at
IKK gave .1 presentation on
yoga. "The class is definitely a
favorite a UREC, Lmgholl
said. "Not only is it strengthening and good for your overall
H relaxes you."
Additional presentations on
hypnotherapy, spirituality, Tai
chi. dream interpretatitms and
alcohol and drugs were given in
Taylor Hall.
Celeste Thomas, coordinator
of outreach programming in
CSDC, organized many of the
events. The fair is held fWI
other year, rotating with the
Health Center's Spring Break
fair, she said.
The event has grown,
Thomas said, and now holds
workshops in Taylor Hall
instead of IX. Ha II mom like in
previous years. New vendors
and in form.it 1011 a I displays also
were new to the fair this year
"There is just so much
information lure about traditional and alternative therapies that are really beneficial,"
Thomas said "We can't all
afford to go to the C aribbean
to beat out our winter blues —
coming here is probably your
ne\l best option."

Director Nadia Moulay said
The money, according to the
foreign language department
head Richard Goabe*. was not
enough. "If MIS had netted an
amount above and beyond the
cost of the [director's) position if
wouldn't be a problem," he said.
The University of Iowa's
threatened translation pn>gram
stayed alter otricials protested
with letters. Rethore said he
hopes the same thing happens at
|MU and students contact scht * >l
and government officials. Also,
sophomore Shereen Farahani is
one of many students collecting
signatures for petitions and can
be contacted at faralusi. Farahani
said around 1,000 signatures
h.neixvn collected.

United States Bankruptcy Court
Judge Ross Krumm wrote in Ml S's
I < fling to save the program.
Summarizing Krumm's letter, Rethore said, "He expressed
thai he was concerned over the
lack of interpreters for the
Spanish defendants in the
H.irrivmburg an-a ."
According to Gentzler, this
need will grow with time It's
only going to get more valuable as
the world gets smaller," he said.
The editor of the Ptvgrams in
Translation Studies: An American
Translators Assoaathm Hatidbwk
also spoke in support of jMU's
program. "Of the several excellent
certificate pn>grams in some
aspect of translation, there are two
main types," Gertrud Graubart

Champe said. "At James Madison
I niwrxity .. [the program | is
intensely practice oriented,
Thanks to professor Rethore's diligence ... the program is gnus Ing
and developing," she wrote
BsKkwu NIKI MI S was mom
important than regular classroom
sessions because of real-life job
experiences. "Recently I managed
a project to nCTuit volunhvrs to
interpret for migrant hmftw i
the Hispanic Family I item J
Center held by the Shenandtuh
Valley
Migrant
BdtKUl 1
Pmgram," Wackwell said
Gent/ler agreed. "(The cut|
threatens JMU's uniqueness, as
well as diversity,'' he said.
"How could you measure iMa
in dollars and cen|»?
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\X/\ Valley Medical Group
VI J
Gynecology

WE'RE EXPANDING
Eight part-time positions
available in our phone
center. Candidates must
have excellent telephone
and selling skills. Telemarketing experience a plus.

/ tbeGna Woman ttarte theQrea Woman Gm

(again.)
$tm //>
m^

Hours will be
5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

CrVIHYRnTENHOUSE NP • HJZABFTH SWALLOW MD

Monday-Friday.

^5**

Yearty Gynecological Exams & Pap Smears * Wdl Woman Care
Birth Control *STD Testing • PMS & Mcnstmal Problems
Menopause' Osteoporosis
Gyn Surgery
On Sle lab * Mammography' Bone Density Screening

Please call 437-3303 or 866-624-4312 and
ask for the Marketing Sales Manager.

New Patients Welcome

THE #7M#7#\-/T
*%
*V

8-5 M-F * Evening Hours Available • Call For An Appointment
Participates with Trigon BC/BS • QualOioice/VHP" Cigna * Amalgamated * Medicare

Serving The Shenandoah Valley For 20 Years
'From One to Om- ■///«
id I
All Services In-House
-Embroidery
-Athletic Design
-Screen Printing
-Graphic Design
-Digitizing Available
Rush Orders Welcome

2 Convenient Locations
Harrisonburg
Elkton

-Clubs -Corporate -Fraternities -Teams
-Reunions Sororities -Schools -Business -Fundraisers
-Mouse Pads

-Banners

-Vehicle Magnets

530.NeffAwnue(BehindtheMaD)

504W.SpotswoodTr.<33Bus)

432-1234

298-1234

H 3

-Photo Tees

1-800-243-414 • EMERGENCIES 540-433-4100

Make a difference! Come join our team at...

JAMES

Community Service Learning

MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

C r

*■

Service Coordinator

A SB Coordinator

Coordinates the service-learning
needs ol students, faculty, and
community agencies through
classroom visits, community
agency contacts, student
placement and reflection
sessions.

Facilitates students' leadership
development and logistics of
the JMU Alternative Spring
Break Program. This person
must have led a JMU
Alternative Spring Break or
similar experience.

Federal Work Study
Coordinator
Provides program and office
support for the America Reads
and Community-based Federal
Work Study Program.
Coordinates the needs of
students and agency contacts.

Applications are available on
February 12 and will be due February 26.
For more information about the positions, please
visit www.jmu.edu/csl or call us at: 568-6366

A TTENTION ALL STUDENTS
WITH 45-70 EARNED CREDIT HOURS

-

Technology Positions
Technology Assistance Coordinator: Creates partnerships between students in information and
technology-based classes and
community-based agencies with
technology needs.
IT Coordinator:
Facilitates technology needs of
students, faculty and staff within
the Community-Service Learning
Office

Please Stop by Wilson 201
for applications.

SPACES AM STILL AVAILABLE FOR JMU's

AssrumcBt Day - Tanday. February IX. 2003
All Muto*. bolh tmaftfldlWMflmhr »«h 45.70 credit houn m radical I.. twlicipalc In
•«—«« lue*ir..lchruart It. 2(103. Aucwncnt alkmt JMII n. *»»« important qurtinnt he™ atked
JWjdtmv parent, empknen. and fcgbbann about »h*t a college decree 1. »orth. Aawimcnt result,
help IMI 1.1 undcrMand and tmprn.c the uualiit ol education lh.11 1, being ofle-ed on c.impot In addition.
Ihe ( flnmimcahh ..I V ircmu mandalci lhal .11 ti.,ie unitcnulicj aucit Mudcn icarniw. lo ensure aualUt
rTaiJcn.ieilu.ihr,ihree-hUuruttett,,«.™,sl<M;i IKII> I ta, clam have been cancelled I.. .Ik.*
I.« I hi- JMhm IJy- do *<* Mtmi. a rrgitmaiom hold will b, «/•,«, which will prom roar i.ftniagni
frr ihtfmll **,*>„. I IK LM I... digitt of tour JMI: II) dcicrnunc Ihe lime and place of tout aneaamrt
tctt«.i.. I leatc onsuk ihe lolkm ing table for tour attigncd uttcttmen <o»ia ll b wry important lhal
>ou go lo tour scheduled loom.
••Mrm*.-tK*iWnn.iR.eK-n«irii*ingmihen^
and place ol tour tcnk.r tctltn(;•••
Morning Session■> a.m. to 12 n.m.

$

Afternoon Station— I n.m. to 4 n.m, ,

Spend this June in Ghana!

I

Earn six credits while experiencing Ghana's
unique culture, tropical climate, and fascinating
history.

^

»a, a». a,

Student mm ohuot tpccial pcrmKt.m lo attend a make-up icniun b> calling the Center lor
Auntincm and Research Studies at 561-6706 priar lo I cbruart I Kih If >ou need lo nuke tpccial
arrangcmemi due lo a ditabilil) of any l>pe. plcaae conacl the CcWer.

For more information, or to apply, contact Dr. David Owusu-Anuh,
JMU ProfKior of Hittory, 548-6743, owujuadx@imu.edu
or
Office of International Projraira, 1077 South Mam Street, 568-4419,
stuoyabroad@jmu.edu
www,JlnU.«kArt»n>«tJonal
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When organizing a university-sponsored
event that involves alcohol, logic would
dictate that one should be scrupulous in
in investigating the ABC policies that
could be involved.

PINION
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Remember that Valentine's Day has become
a female-oriented holiday and that a small
percentage of women may take desperate
measures to secure a date ...
AMANDA SNEAD

senior

*•« IWUM editorial, Mow

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

"Bar Nights" failure shows lack of planning
In the old parable of the
grasshopper and the ants, the
^grasshopper wastes away his
t summer in idle reverie while
the ants busily prepare for
what lies ahead. A little preparation now saves a lot of headache
later, something the Student
Government Association and
Senior Class Council recently
have learned
According to the Feb. 10
MttUI of Tlie Breeze, "Bar
Nights" was canceled by the
SCA and the participating
I bars, "after presumed con^flicts with university and state
alcohol policy." The weekly
social event at local bars was
canceled after an unidentified JMU faculty member
contacted
the
Virginia
Alcoholic Beverage Control
concerning details of the
event, The Breeze article said.
» When an ABC official spoke
(with each of the bars' man"agers regarding ABC policies
_th.it would apply, each establishment pulled the plug on
fr their obligations to the event.
The Senior Class Council
'Y/- sponsored the event and is

&UT OFFICER! IT'S TO
BOILD CLASS CAMARADERIE.'
Uou COOLD tOE VIAV/C KNOWM
CoCKfiGUriMG IS ILLEGAL?

Pi
rxj

%\?

now shouldering the costs and
blame for the failed event.
According to the article, Senior
Class President Brian Austin
personally invested approximately $2,500 for the mugs that
were to be distributed at the
bars and for advertising.
What Austin obviously
knows now is that he should
have invested more time
researching the details of
such an event prior to launching his plans. When organizing a university-sponsored
event that involves alcohol,
logic would dictate that one
should be scrupulous in
investigating the ABC policies that could be involved.
Instead, Austin and the rest
of the SGA dove head first into
a plan that has resulted in a
great deal of wasted expense
on Austin's part, and a great
deal of embarrassment on the
part of the SGA.
Austin should be commended, however, for his
desire to arrange such an event
for our university's seniors.
His intentions were in the right
place, but his planning for pos-

sible contingencies w.is flawed.
In the article, Austin
attributed the mistake to a,
"'breakdown in communication' and a 'lack of training'
for the job." Such forthcoming honesty from a practitioner of the political arts is
refreshing and laudable.
Instead of pointing fingers or
throwing up a smokescreen,
Austin accepted responsibility for the mistakes made in
the planning of "Bar Nights."
That act alone should be
enough to assuage the disappointment of students who
arrived at The Biltmore Grill
Feb. 5, expecting to begin celebrating "Bar Nights," but
were turned away.
With a little planning, better
communication and adequate
training, perhaps next year's
seniors will be able to pull oil .i
better version of "Bar Nights,"
that would adhere to university
and
ABC
policy.
Unfortunately. Austin and trie
Senior Class Council had to
leam the hard way that putting
planning off until tomorrow
will leave you out in the cold.

W
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■ Breeze Reader's View

Student warns of
Valentine's vixens

Darts

Dans A Pats air utbmittedanon\mtmsly
aiui printed on a spine-a\ailable basis.
Submissions an- based upon one person '$
opiniimofa wen \itiuition. person or event
and do not Ml ewanh reflect the truth-

Pats
Email darts and pats to hrcc/cdp&hoirruul.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "congratulations-on-your-promotions
pat to the JMU administrators who recently
received raises along with their promotions.
From a senior who knows how hard you work
for IMU with much less compensation than other
Uitl would give you for your responsibilities even now.

A "that-ciHild-have-gone-s*Mnewhere-else" dart to
the administration for it feeble explanation of the
obscene raises top administrators received while the
rest of the faculty and staff get no raises and an
increase in the cost of living for yet another year
SMI( in by a fed-up faculty member who wishes she
got more money every time she took on additional
responsibilities

Dart...

Pat...

An "expand-your-hon/ons" dart to the columnist in Hie llre,-e who thinks Pennsylvania has
nothing but Amish country and a Mobil station.
FeriUpl during your three-hour drive on
Interstate HI you could turn east toward
Philadelphia to visit your nation's first capital.
From two opened-minded Pennsylvania!!
girls who IhM that while you are visiting Philly
wU drive your closed mindedness off the
Ken I unklin Bridge.

A "way-to-tell-it-like-it-is" pat to columnist
Jes Olivo for finally speaking the truth about
the wretched three-hour drive through
Pennsylvania
From a fellow Yankee who was going to dart you
for citing the origin of "jimmies'' as Virginia but
would rather unite in our stand against the
Keystone State.

Pat...
\

Dart...

«a\■•to step-it-up" pat to both men's

and women's basketball for their
sweep ol Old Dominion University.

A "here-we-gtvagain" dart to Jeff Bourne for
keeping men's basketball coach Sherman Dillard
another year so JMU can be at the bottom of the
CAA once again.
From a IMU tlumnu* who i- tiA and tired of watching IMU basketball lose.

weekend

From a student who hales ODU with a
passion mid loves to see them get beat, especially by the Dukes.
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AmandaSnead
With Valentine's Day tomorrow, perhaps it is necessary to
warn all of the nice men that a
few women may, consciously or
unconsciously, become involved
with them just so that they can
have a significant other on that
special, crtocolate-covered, roseinfested holiday Remember that
Valentine's Day has become a
female-oriented holiday and
that a small percentage of
women may take desperate
measures to secure a date for
Valentine's Day I believe that
this js not t.iir to tlie oblivious
Valentine's Day boyfriend, so I
have created a list of warning
signs that a girl is using a guy
for a Valentine's Day date that I
hope may save some from emotional or financial peril.
The first sign is an unexplained, random acknowledgement of your presence If that
hot, or even less than hot, but
relatively cute girl in your GSCI
101 class starts flirting with you,
and she never even has tilted
her head to your side of the
room before — it's not love or
the amazing chemistry that the
two of you miraculously have
acquired. This girl is more interested in what your wallet has to
offer than what you do. I suggest that you be kind and
engaging — but pretend that
girls are approaching you in this
manner all the time and that
you are, indisputably, a
"straight-up pimp." If you combine the appropriate levels of
confidence, humility, politeness,
and intellectual proficiency and
refuse to be I victim Of her
vicious plot, she ultimately may
respect you for it.
The second sign is if she conspicuously pretends to enjoy the
same things you do. This may
require a little investigating on
your part, but you are a college
man, you can handle it If, at the
beginning of February, a girl you
do not know very well suddenly
became interested in sports,
church, community service, beer
pong or whatever it is that you
do in your free time, be wary of
her. Probe your mutual acquaintances for information about
her, or casually quiz her on

some important facts pertaining to these aspects of your life.
Pay close attention to her
actions, not what she says, ,is
these girls tend to be full of
many utterances that sound
appealing, but an- empty statements. For example, if she
joined your community service
organization, but complains
about actually doing the community service, or seems
happy to li't ethers do most of
the work, she may have ulterior motives. You do not need
this woman in your life.
The third warning sign is it
she asks questions that directly
or indirectly are related to your
financial status or more importantly, your generosity. This one
is fairly simple. If she seems
overly interested in your expensive car and impressive sound
system, how much cash you
carry around and what your
parents do for a living, she
amid be trouble. If she is guilty,
you probably can test her on this
and repel her simultaneously.
Casually mention that you are
broke and see how she reacts
She will either appear sympathetic or excuse herself and
sneak i>ut the door.
Beware of tin' fourth sip,
she is not interested in integrating you into other areas of her
life. If she does not inttoduce
you to her friends and always
wants to go out or socialize v. ith
your friends rather than hers
when you arc together she may
consider your n-lationship temporary. If you do meet her
friends and they act disinterested as if they have not heard anything about you, this also could
be a bad sign. A man can learn a
great deal about Mi stains with
a woman from her friends —
usually, when a woman is cra/\
about a guy her friends will
have heard all about him.
The fifth sign that you
may
be
a
Valentine \
boyfriend is if she already
has hit on some of your closest friends, who have turned
her down. Your pride should
have slopped you from getting involved with her from
see VALENTINE, page 8
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"He drives a choo-choo
train and wears pinstripped oivralls."

Eric Miller

OPINION

"My daddy is a pimp
and his daddy was a
pimp. And now I am
carrying on the tradition.
I pimp as well — which
makes me your daddy.

David Campione

junior, SMAD

CHRIS LABZDA/jrniof i+aatruphtr

sophomore, art

£

"My
brother's
uncle's wife."

"My dad is a
dreamer
with
great advice."

Bethany Tobin

Theresa Keefe

freshman, studio art

senior, art

Topic: Who's your daddy?

Valentine: Separating
genuine from fake
YAI JSNT1NB, from page 7
the beginning. You are not her
first choice — or second, or
third, so she must be getting
desperate. What could be the
cause of this desperation? It
may be her craving for chocolate and her Kin? windowsill
that would look so much better
with a few dozen roses on it If
you have allowed it to progress
too far, call her and tell her that
you would rather be "just
friends." a term that she should
understand, as women use it
often, and call the florist and

cancel your order.
I urge all of the single
ladies to remember that
Valentine's Day unfortunately
has become primarily an
opportunity for companies to
make large sums of money by
selling useless products that
they claim are tokens of love.
We do not need more teddy
bears or chocolates that we
will devour ravenously just
before we scamper off to
UREC to burn off the calories.
Amanda Snead is u mfef
English major.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
of the material. I have suffered
through many a class in which
the instructor put so much
effort into entertaining the students — pitifully I might add
— that the material was neglected to an unacceptable
degree. I can go home and
watch television (or entertunment, and television is much
cheaper than attending class.
In any given class, students
want not entertainment but
good grades, and more than
good grades they actually want
to leam something that they
can take away with them when
the class ends.
Some instructors also feel it
necessary to enforce draconian

Teachers not at
fault for boredom
To the Editor,
Sophmore Cheryl Lock's
article, printed in the Feb. 3
issue of The Breeze, suggests
that students find it increasing'
ly hard to stav focused in class
and asks if the fault lies with
the students.
The fault certainly does not
lie with the instructors. It is not
the responsibility of the instructors to entertain the students or
present the material in an entertaining manner The responsibility of the instructors is to
teach or facilitate the teaching

attendance policies, "to ensure
the students attend class," and
give quizzes on a nauseatingly
regular basis, "toensure the students do the reading." Paying
the obscene amount of money
that I do to attend this university, I need no ulterior motive to
attend class, and if I have any
interest in earning a good
grade, I need no number of
quizzes hanging over my head
to convince me to do the reading, even in the most painfully
dull and required classes.
Most classes I myself
choose to take. Why would I
make such decisions if I have
no interest in the material?
The more students skip class

and neglect the assignments,
the more likely they will do
poorly, and the instructors
will not have to deal with
these students. Of those that
can do all these things and
still make impressive grade*, I
am envious, but these are
surely a minority.
I would appreciate it if certain instructors would treat us
students more like the adults
we are, even if some of us do
act like children. Those that do
act like children will get their
due. But for the rest of us, I
find such behavior quite condescending.
Russ Martin
senior, political science
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Pasta • Subs • Chicken • Pork
I • Hamburgers- House Specialties
•Delicious gourmet pizza
• Largest Calzone & Stromboli
in Town
1039 Port Republic RD
(540) 433-1113

Bring your valentine to L'/toi
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Tfieasant Run T(Mn(wme5
are almost gone
Only 4 homes left!

If you are an individual or a pair looking for a place
to live, come to the Pheasant Run model home on
Thursday, February 13th from 3-5pm to meet
potential roommates. Pizza and
beverages will be served.
Pheasant Run offers the most comfortable
student housing available, at a price that
can't be beat. Starting at $270/month.
Call 801-0660,
e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
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60MF0PT A\ND INSTIGATION £4-1-31*5

ON TH6 W6& AT WWW.SPIWTUAUTY.COM
TOPICS TO expu>p-e:
Spirituality ^Mlneee. Self/Identity, P-elationehip*,
Career/Worfcplace. Financial Security Current Cvente
VISIT CHAT POOMS
F-egiftter for inspiration delivered to >(Our e-mail addre**
ITS FOP- YOU !!!

BAND LINE UP:

ffcti»<Arf~T(araoke
V^ Friday - The Worx
Saturday - The Worx
^^
Sundgf^JrifPotA
1950-A DEYERLE AVE. HARRISONBIRG

CHECK US OUT ONUNE

Abtompub com

'3unble irleasures v^«/<
GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Make your reservation for Valentine's Day NOW!
Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9
4<)H )U*nity )%d.
S-'(tTOfisfrom C_ orditt

Looking for a

UNIQUE GIFT

to give that special someone this

VALENTINE'S DAY?
At Painted Lady, there is plenty
of jewelry to choose from...

and tattoos...
I'

^ti.

If you are looking for flowers and
a box of chocolates, sorry, we
won't be able to help.

200
50

eSoutn ^znvt.
czrfairiionhuiq
433-5012

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials
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LEISURE

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Todays Birthday (Feb. 13). If you want something badly enough, you II work for it. If you and a partner
both feel this way, the work will be easier, even if there's more of it. This may not be logical, but its
doable this year.

Aries March 21 -April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 7 - Why not hunker down and
l compile your notes? Figure out what has to
be done first, second and third. Besides,
you could use the quiet time.

fija

W^

Today is a 7 - You can talk circles around
the person who's giving you orders, but
that's not a good idea _ unless you don't
want to be part of that team any longer.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^--» Today is a 7 - Postpone travel, even busi^fl^< Hi's- travel, n you can. Don't worry if longOW distance calls don't get through. You're betto off doing your homework before making big decisions.

&.

j Today is a 7 - Your travels may temporarily
. take you away from the person you'd like to
be near. Set a date for Monday evening, and
keep it no matter what.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
Gtmlni May 21 -June 21

Today is a 7 - Should you spend or save?
^■A** Spending might be more fun, but saving is
'Ipt,lw betlcr •»•• Get yourself a little treat to
make it less painful.

Today is a 6 - There's a lot going on, and
AlJk you m.n feel you aren I t;<'ttmK the back'Nfl} m8 vou need. Can you produce results
/AX without it? Practice. It's a handy skill.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Cancer June 22-July 22

Today is a 7 - There may be a difference of
■4E
opinion about how things are to be done, or
Jk> about the n-sulis you're after That's the
^** trouble with collaboration. Compromise.

Today is a 7 - A disagreement with someI one you love might clear the air. Get it out
t of the way so that you can both work as a
team again.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
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ACROSS
1 Salon treatment, tor short
5 Nip
9 Felt ill
14 Out of port
15 Mr. Knievel
16 Male duck
17 Town near
Caen
18 Rajah's wife
19 Lions' hairdos
20 Start of a
Euripides quote
23 Do the floor
again
24 Approach
25 Walter
Reuther's org.
28 Cen. units

A IM A Z

E

S

29 Table scrap

R E R

3

31 Do up a sneaker again
33 Part 2 of quote
36 Key-changing
device
39 Actress Long
40 Geese formations
41 Part 3 of quote
46 "My Little _"

R Today is a 7 - It's getting easier to express
yourself, and that's always a relief It'll make it
easier fur you to win an impending argument.

_. Today is a 6 - All sorts of crazy schemes are
■^_) finally being exposed lor what tln-v rail)
^^^L are. Wait until you re sure which ones .intrue and which are false before choosing.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
.
Today is a 7 - Don't let a lovers' quarrel
jf^l mess up your romantic plans. It's tempo^^F rary, anyway, and it may help clear the air.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
t Today is a 7 - If you're obsessing about
your work, it might be good to talk to your
friends about it. Even if they don't under
stand, it'll do you good to vent.

—Tribune Media Services
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47 Woodshed tool
48 Health resort
51 Altar constellation
52 Turner of
"Madame X"
55 Typewriter
roller
57 End of quote
60 Hobbits' homeland

62 Wild tusker
63 October gem
64 Stand for art

65 Singer Brickell
66 Zero
67 Tom of "The
Seven Year
Itch"
68 Table support
69 Formerly, once

DOWN
1 Crust dough
2 Swimmer
Williams
3 Finds a new
tenant for a flat
4 New Zealand
Polynesian
5 Frenzied
6 _ the Terrible
7 Mortise partner
8 Select group
9 Regards with
approval
10 Persia today
11 Means of communication
12 Just get by
13 Moines
21 "The Time
Machine" race
22 Tortoise's rival
26 Dull pain
27 Waters
30 Care for
32 Roman historian
33 Part of LP
34 Deadlock
35 Mandlikova of
tennis

36 Cook thriller
37 At a distance
38 Perfect place
42 Wildcatter's
hole
43 Tilt
44 Gives up the
ghost
45 Gibson and
Ferrer
48 Daze
49 Oval nuts
50 Lower-limb
jewelry
53 Dynamite man
54 Battery terminal
56 By oneself
58 City on the
Oka
59 Reagan's
Secretary of
State
60 Understand
61 Turn left!

1

#

Hurry in...
only a few
rooms remain!

r Wiv

Don't gamble on
your next apartment,
come to Ninirhasc and
take the house.

* 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
-\L.
* Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
■ Fantastic Fully-Equipped Fitness
and Business Centers
" Superior State-of-the-art Clubhouse
" Conveniently Close To Campus
* Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and
Fooseball Tables

442.4800

www.snnchase.net

Focus
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The Little Grill spills its beans on its history, community involvement, future
Story by contributing writer Cheryl Lock • Photos by senior photographer Matt Carasella
The tiny, artsy and surprisingly historical
restaurant is located
in such a concealed
section of town that
many may not even know it
exists. Those who do, however,
enjoy the lSealthy-home-c*x>ked
meals that have been served for
years. But, a great meal isn't the
only thing being cooked up at
The Little Grill; the community
is served as well
The Little Grill's building
has been a restaurant since the
1930s, but it only has been
called The Little Grill since the
mid 1940s. The restaurant
prides itself on the fact that
almost everything made there,
with the exception of tofu and
certain breads, is made from
scratch and only prepared
with the most wholesome
ingredients, according to
Lauren Oglesby, employee at
The Little Grill It also specializes in a variety of vegan selections that add to the unique
popularity of the restaurant.
Besides the restaurant's
smiley sign or its "Hippies Use
Side Door," label on the front
window, the first thing that
greets a customer upon entering the restaurant is the small
and friendly atmosphere. The
Little Grill has a vintage appeal
with weathered wooden tables

and its walls adorned with personal masterpieces.
"The atmosphere is really
relaxing and inviting," sophomore Rachel Eisley said. "The
ingredients are so fresh, and a
lot of their stuff is homemade."
The Little Grill isn't an average chain restaurant serving
burgers and fries, and this §
obvious from the menus.
Customers at The Little Grill can
expect to try meals like "Toad in
a Hole," which is grilled wheat
bread with a fried egg in a hole
in the middle, or maybe its
"Groovy Gravy," a mushroom
gravy made with soy milk and
spiced with thyme and sage — a
heaven for local vegans.
If the creative and kooky
names seem a bit confusing, the
general descriptions for the
food can be found on the back
page of the menu.
On top of the specialty
foods found between the
menu's
pages,
Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
nights are something altogether different. Tuesday night at
The Little Grill is Mexican
night, Wednesday night is
Indian night and Thursday
night is breakfast night.
According to www.tehsv.com
restaurant reviews. The Little
Grill has "the best breakfast in
the Shenandoah Valley."

fi^ii^^.

If "Blue Monkey" pancakes
aren't thrilling enough. The little
Grill also specializes in serving
up a little entertainment. Chris
Howdysholl, manager at The
Ijttle Grill, handles the booking
of acts for the restaurant. Any
musical gn>up hoping to appear
at the restaurant can send in I
demo CD to be checked, or they
can attend the open stage offered
on the second Saturday of every
month where anyone is encouraged to perform.
White the food
and
entertainment at
The
Little
Grill helps to
fulfill one's dining experience, the restaurant and its
customers are not lacking in
community involment
"I began the Free For All
Soup Kitchen about 10 years
ago, in October of 1992,"
owner Ron Copeland said.
Every Monday, the entire
restaurant shuts down so that
it can serve as a soup kitchen
to anyone who wants to partkip.itc in the activity. "I refer
to it as a 'cooperative meal1
because it's a community DM.
that anybody can take part in,
whether it s cooking, eating or
donating money," he said.
According to Oglesby, anyone who participates in the

BibLjkli

meals from college students to
under-privHedged citizens, is
invited to attend and the meal is
not always soup.
Copeland said he believes
that what makes The Little
Grill's soup kitchen different
from most is that even though
most people see it as a charitable me.il, everyone is encouraged
to
eat
together.
"Everything gets all jumbled
around with people switching
jobs and
helping out,"
Copeland said. "It creates an
.lm.i/ing energy. We generally
have had more than enough
food and help."
Freshman Eileen Kngler said,
"I think it's great how the restaurant really takes into account the
people who may not have a lot
of money to buy meals."
Copeland hasn't stopped
with the soup kitchen. He
developed an idea to create a
community center, known as
Our Community Place, with the
soup kitchen at its center.
"It would be a place
where people can come
together regardless of class,"
Copeland said. "They could
do anything from educational activities to crafts or even
12-step programs to help
people off of drug and alcohol dependencies. People
shouldn't get Little Grill con-

-i,

back and someone handed
me a $10 bill. Since then I
haven't needed to put any of
my money in," Copeland
said. "It has come completely
from the community."
In addition to the Our
Community Place project, those
people you see working at The
I ttttt (.rill will soon be the
owners of it as well. According
to ( opeland, The Little Grill
Collective Cooperative has
been set up with the intentions
of buying the restaurant from
Copeland. There are seven
members on the committee
right now who are working
hard to turn The Little Grill into
something that will be worker
owned or in Copeland's words,
be the most "democratic workplace available."
Dates have not been
set for the switch
over in the ownership of the restaurant, but the
owner and employees are excited to see everyone taking a role
in managing the restaurant
whether booking the entertainment or menu selections.
"Anyone who needed
food has always gotten it
here,"
Copeland
said.
"People off the street know
they can get a meal here and
be treated with respect."

1 it,

r ^mSR:^ L
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fused with the community
center, though. They are two
separate things."
Using a community financing program where people
could lend money at their
chosen interest, the Little
Grill was able to raise $22,50(1
with almost no interest to buy
the old Salvation Army building across the street from The
Little Grill to house Our
Community Place.
Copeland said, "We've
never needed a bank or any
other money-lending institution. We've used yard
sales and coffee houses. We
had an Adopt-A-Window
program
where
people
could buy a new window for
the building and put whatever quote they wanted on
it." In the spring, the board
members of Our Community
Place plan to fix the roof and
create floor plans for how to
set up the place.
Our Community Place is a
completely non-profit organization and has received a status for taxes so that people
can donate money toward the
building and then itemize
that donation as a charitable
contribution on their tax
returns,
according
to
Copeland. "I made a speech
about the plans a few years

|1 J
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TtM Little Grill on 621 N Main St. provides for relaxing and enjoyable meal In the same Interior that alt* a maximum of 49 cuatomer*.
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Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D.
HERBERT E. BING, M.D.
JASON K GENTRY, M.D.

C LARRY WHITTEN, M.D.
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D.
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D.

SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP
Gynecoloy and Obstetrics
2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
(540) 434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348
Fax 1540)432-0518

EUZKOOTCALMEXICOwMti

*■■*»■= r-og!

$778Ambergris Caye. Belize inci. air from DC nti, transfers
$839 Tamarindo Beach, Costa Rjca inci. air from BWL ML trans.
».. ■ ■
s*^
Tffooa, onnKj
9ofl All-lnci. Club Carrousel^}?,
Cancun, lna. air.
MI.TTJW,
^»MM«V(MCCOMKI
PEACE
CHARLOTTeBVlLLE S ORIGIN AL.TRAVIL70UTFITTER

888-737-6472

You Be
The Judge!

* 1ATE NIGHT SPECIAL *
433-7272 .EEJj
433-7272
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs 3:30 am Fri & Sat
yL
12:30 am Sun

You can be a part of your school's Judicial System by applying to join the
Judicial Council and see how your decisions can make a difference. The
Office of Judicial Affairs is interested in a diverse group of members
representing the entire JMU community and that means you! For an
application come by Frederikson Hall C101 or go to the website at
http://www.jmu.edu/judicial/

AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

Sign up for

UnPlan
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD.
CALL ANYTIME TO ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY.
ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT. ALL YOU WANT.
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.
No long distance charges. No roaming charges."
Simply pay a $49-95 monthly subscription fee.

Get a free phone when you
sign up for any SunCom plan
— while supplies last
,*.<►4

wecetit. SunCom

AT&T Wireless

M-mbej. of the AT*T W**>w Nttwort

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT—UNPLAN TODAY!
Extlusiva AuckoriaM
Harrisonburg
Marketplace Shoppet
1866 Cm Market St, Suite B
(across from Valley Mall near
Books-A-Million)
540-^46-8440
FREE OVERNIGHT OtUVERY

Staunton
Colonial Mall
(by)CPenn«y,
1)31 Greenville Av*
S40-886-4054
(M-Sat ioa-9p. Sun i2:)o-$:)op|

Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(across from Colonial Mall)
$40 j$«,-8)8o

*f<*mm„m%m,Cmmmm
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"I think we"re aiming to take the audience through
steps to remember in a euphoric sense and in a way
that celebrates the course of our dancing lives."

Dont be so generic ...
Homeless does not equal fashion-less — il just means
you have to he more creative.
SM
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Dancing through Godwin with
variety of 'Steps to Remember'
Senior dance majors and minors perform
BY SAKA WOODWARD

contributing writer
Senior dance majors and
minors
will
take
some
"Steps to Remember" .is
they perform in their selfproduced concert this weekend. From the choreography
to the costumes to the
sound, lighting and directing, the dancers have been
preparing the production
since September 2002.
"We chose the title 'Steps
to Remember' because we
wanted something unique
that is significant to what ft <
seniors feel about our experiences as dancers — some
thing that encompasses the
segments of time of how we
have come to where we are.'
senior Ryan Chrisman said.
There will be 10 dance
pieces performed by the BSnior dancers and by Mltd
underclassmen. A wide display of different styles of
Una including ja//, modern, hip-hop and lyrical will
be performed
"This is an ei lei tic mix of
dame Ivi'n though we all
went through the same pn>gram, all the dances are really
different because we each choreographed one." senior Molly
I ehm.m said "It all COmflf
together in the last dan. e
w hich is the senior improv."
I he senior dance concert is
■II annual event that allows

-66—
[The Senior Concert] is
about steps we want to
remember and steps we
will remember."
— Ryan Chrisman
M'mor

-99
graduating dance students to
produce and perform their
own work before leaving |MU
"It is a chance tor us to
commemorate our time here
as dance majors and minors
and work together in putting
a show of this collaborate e
fashion
on
the
stage,"
Chrisman said.
The show will consist of
seven group pieces and three
solos each choreographed by
a senior. Each dance has its
own unique story and displays different feelings and

motions, according to the
choreographers.
Inspiration tor the dances
came from the dancers' own
experiences and
creative
interests.
"Bound," choreographed
by senior Laura Atwood, is a
pie, e
inspired
by
her
research about brothels and
debt
bondage
in India,

according to Atwood.
"Morning Glory," by sen
ior Stacey Claytor, utilizes
small amounts of water to
bring about the feeling of her
concept, according toCla\ tot
"Two of I Kind" by seniors IVdro Batista and Henry
Hill, aims to show a mixture
of the worlds of hip-hop and
modern dance, according to
the dancers.
itive improv piece
will conclude the show, which
is ,i collaboration ot every
style of dance and is narrated
"We took a really different
approach to the improv this
year bi comparison to previous yeaiS,
1 ehman said.
The narration serves to tell
the storv ot the seniors' evo
lution as dancers
I think we're aiming to
take the audience through
steps to remember in a euphoria sense and m ,1 was thai celebrates the COUne of our dancing lues, t hrlsman said
The ImpfOV will be a
humorous place that encompasses the generations of dance
e\ ident in the seniors li\es
It's about steps we want to
remember and steps we will
remember," Chrisman said
! he concert n ill be Fridaj
M\A Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Godwin room 555. Tickets
are $3 with a JAC card and $6
without. This show is tor
mature audiences only.
I

"Every Thursday Late-Night Music'' ...

Tonight: Niki Barr
performs at JMU
BY LEBLA PIRMRA

Contributing writer

Singer Niki Barr is set to
rock the latest edition of
i rdversity Program Board B
' I very
Thursday
I ate
Night Music" when she
takes the College Center
stage tonight at 11 p.m.
Ban; who attended JMU
last war, nventlv traveled to
I 01 \ngeles to work with the
same music executives who
have worked with Avrfl
I awgiu. C hristnu Aguilera
and tudn Martin according
to wu'w.nikibarrxom.
Reviews posted on the
rVeb site Bald Harr has
ignited the music industry
with her radio-worthy
voice and guitar skills,
The Web site also notes
thai within the past war.

Barr has ignited the
music industry with
her radio-wonInvoice and guitar
skills.
— www.nikibarr.com

\t, "(Barr) brings
with her a kincti. brand ot

At 20 years old. with two
albums released Ban is I
musu.il phenomenon well on
her way to itardarn, accord*
ing to uMJUxntibarrxom She
fuses her paasfton tor the
mUBh "1 Mains Morrisette.
Nelly Puitado and Fiona
Apple with Impressive guitar-halulling skills to generate
an identifiable sound BCCCfd
■.■<■/ teononnNi
Gabb) Revflla,! PBdlret
tor of media and public relalions. asld Han who has a
n-putable tan bSBS on cam
pus. apedfkaJh was chosen
bj i PB to perform in Ha new
tree concert series Revilla
said this will be Barr'a sacond performance at IMi
lor information on Ban
and to listen to clips of her

song delivery."

musk visit www.nikibnrt am.

aha oulckly gained prominence throughout the
United Mates and even
reached |apan, where she
will tour in March. Barr'a
most recent gig was .i
sold-out |an 7 opening
performance tor Jason
Mraz at
the lota
in
Arlington, according U>
the Web Bite
According
to
the
November
issue
ot

/V'insy/.viMfii

Musician
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Everyone's first book to bring back unique memories
Then w.is something
about last I rid.iv s snow that

drew nn gaze »waj frooi the
interlaced linos oi m\ computer screen and out upon the
real world — the non-electronii. tangible realm that mv
generation and I treat with
growing disrespect, For .1 lew
oriel minutes, me mow toil In
lie.iw showers of intimidating, thick tlakos that ultimately melted iwaj on the warm
ground like millions ot tinv,
torn wltchei it was the
kind of marvelous |o\,c.m
mow thai prm Idea the stage
lor soul-rending epiphanies
or conjures up memories
tmm the rrosen waates of our

brains. Our mental sp.ne
heaters, mind you, concentrated on whether Zora or
Sarah will be |oe Millionaire reluctant bride, seriously are
in need of a new bciM
As those of you who still
tolerate this column well
know, I am your typical anti■odal yet lovable book nerd

— it's a position that I'm

sometimes ashamed of yet
for the most part proud to
wear on my shirt (a bright
yellow button that reads, "I

ACC'ffiings
Literary

Love Books — But Pleaae

Don't Steal My Lunch
Money"). If you'll flip
through the job description
of such a position, you'll
read - right underneath the
section on how to treat
vicious paper cuts — that
moments like last week's
snow call for a pondering of
sorts, the kind of reflection
that most would pass over
for a few more precioui
hours of sleep.
I asked myself — what
"as the tir.i hook I remember? Unlike most, I seem to
have a preternatural knack
for remembering even the
most obscure memories. So, it
".is really no problem thinking back upon my first book,
the first one I remember hearing. Was this before I could
e\ en read? I don't know The
older 1 gel, the more and
more unreliabU

by senior writer
Zak Salih
memories to be, the more I
question which memories are
completely factual and which
are blended with fantasy.
If the first honestly pure
memory I can recollect is
preparing my school sup
plies for the first day of
kindergarten (opening packages of scissors and pencils,
placing them into a brand
new supply box) then the
tirst b.Hik I remember with
any certainty is "The GhostEye Tree" by Bill Martin and
John Archambault. The book

centers on a brother and sister
Who
must
venture

through the woods at night
in order to fetch a pail ot
milk lor their mother Along
the way, they must past the
titular tree, with its thick
trunk and spindly branches
that climb into the sky and
shred the moonlight.
My mother was the tirst to
read me the story and she
read it to me on more than
one occasion. I still can
remember the mysterious
tone in her voice every time

she redfed the book's refrain shiver with a contemporary
— "Oooo ...I dreaded to go reading, I can see why I
... I dreaded the flee ... Why would remember such a book.
does Mama always choose I've always had a hidden flirme when the night is so dark tation with horror, and even
and the mind runs free?" — though I can fall sound asleep
and providing unbearable after reading a Stephen King
pauses with each ellipsis It novel, I probably forever will
wasn't only the aura ot tear watch moVMH like "Darkness
"The Ring
that unnerved me. but led falls'' and
Rand's milky illustrations — through the narrow openings
paintings that made the kids' between mv fingers.
But those early memories
faces appear ghostly in the
light thrown from the of "The Ghost Eye Tree"
bring me back to the bedtime
farmer's lantern.
"The C.host-I ye Tree," stories and the innocent
however, turns out to be any- tears of youth, when all chilthing but ghostly. The tree's dren had to be afraid of were
two eyes that the children are dense shadows and vilified
so afraid of are merely the vegetation
instead
of
eyes of a resident owl (prob- impending war and random
ably a distant cousin of (CU ot terror. Wistful and
Pooh's owl) that onlv was saddening as it may be, I
looking lor a nightly perch. find it comforting to know
"The Ghost-Eye Tree" teach- that no matter how many
es us that being atraid ot the other books I read, that one
dark is a silly idea — and always will remain in my
that we should never, ever mind, as precious and
scapegoat indigenous fowl unique to me as a single
.is creatures out to attack us.
snowtlake amid a downfall
ol its peers
Though I hardlv WOtlld

Dine-In or
Cany-Oil
Cocktails
Catering

Wc Specialize in:
•Cantonese

•Szechaun
•Mandarin Cuisine

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25, Sat & Sun. $6.25
Dinner Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95
OPEN

04 9900
KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790 96 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD B
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sunday 12-6 u«ten Before You Bu

Sunday-Thursday
11.00 am- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:00 a.m.- II p.m.

WWW.PLAN9IWIUSIC.CO

I .. H1A

T

e

WE

(540)564-1810
(.540)564-1922

For Delivery,
l*w»«tj IM
call Dinner to Go
4.38-9993
1790, #120 E. Market Si. • Harrisonhurg. VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)

Victoria TCora(
Valentines Day Feb. 14th
Roses of all colors
Fresh arrangements,
Plush, Balloons,

recreate-i ARTFUL

and much more.

a creative playground tor the recreation
of the mind* and bodlea
«•

■a*' ^a^ aaaar ^aw asaaa ■ m
47 Court Square, Harrteonburg VA
DIRECTIONS
- Taka
ECTIOHS from l-«1:
Exft
248.
turn
*a E»* 24S. turn right at light It coming from the north (left It from tooth) onto
Part
Port Rtoublx
Republic Road Turn right onto
ca
Main Strati toward! downtown Turn Ml onto Court Squara

Free Live Performances • every Monday and Wednesday
Dancin' at the Dodger ■ every Saturday night I0pm-2am, no cover
" cofoe out and *Me your MMMoftt'

Ask about The Grand Slam!

Get in the

mOOd for
Valentines Day!
C#py Centers
Main

CISAT

Medical Arts
Suite 31

We accept cash, checks, or flex.

HHS BaUding
Room 1002
K88731

Lamination, Binding, Digital Output from Disk or E-malL Color copies only 69<

Order today
434-«"2
191 S. Main St.
Downtown Harrisonburg
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a British intellectual and author,
speak on a search for the meaning of life.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ jmuccc@hotmail.com
FACULTY LECTURE: "A World Safe for Diversity"

Thursday, February 13th, 4-5pm, Highlands Room in the College Center
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Increase generic fashion awareness with creative style
BY RI

\\ Mi

WILLIAMS

i-imiribulmii wilier
Artrr an IrrttiieaUitH experience being nomdeaB" tins
weekend
.1- .1 dura Mr study
Cot \ pi.n I'm dhcctins — I
found 1h.1t moat of the homeless
people 1 saw, t.ilkui to end hung
oui with have more fashion
sense ih.m many IM! studenta,
No, I am not hying U' propoM
we ihould go with derelict aa a
haMonchoioi
1 ant nylngwe
should. hcn-.li« hat we nan e
I can't even count how
many girls I have ieen rimming
campus
in
Iiffaiiv
bracelets
and
I
Crew
iweaten that mu.t he thinking — A 1 it is not .1 big deal

to own those items — (I can
tell by the way the} wear it
th.it they disregard the items'
coetlineea .1- it it me.ins nothing) B.) Th.it he..HIM I can
afford it. it is fashionable; and
C.) That generic fashion surpasst ^ everyone else's persiinal tashion chokes.
I it git
the
record
straight here — money does
not equal fashion Maybe
Ihis la a nt-i\ concept to some
.it \(>u. hut faahlon equals
. re,unity Try hcing poor. I
don't mean college student
poor. I mean homeless poor
How are vou going to be
fashionable then' (Don't
laugh at me. it is possible.)

Buying expensive khakis
and a cardigan from the Gap
is not riskv. nor is it fun.
1 a^hion is an art, not a
commodity, and should be
treated with such respect.
1 tealgnen work three months
at a HUM for each season's
show and shoppers should
spend just as much time
researching, looking at the
Itylea and examining the
selc, linns m siores. Shopping
is not a blind event, so take
off your blindfolds.
The people whose fashion
sense I ankiy and admire the
most are those who are creative with what they wear
and truly enjoy their clothes

Creativity does not mean you
need money. It means you
need skill. If you find that the
Gucci white V-neck mini
dress you adore is tooexpenr1
sue. you can recreate it on
vour own All you need is
some fabric and sewing skills
Don't know how to aew? Find
someone who does.
Besides,
many
trends
only call for a little alteration
to what you already have.
For summer, cut long skuis
into minis and slice a t-shirt
so it will hang over the
shoulder. Getting tired of
bland colors' (,et some dye.
There are no limitations to
creativity in fashion — I

halt- no idea why everyone
else seems to think that there
are There is no such thing as
a Na/i fashion regime.
You'd be surprised by
how much money can be
saved and how much fun
can be had just by being . reative. I wanted a sleeveless
jean jacket and couldn't find
one under $60. I did find a
nice used jean jacket for $15.
I bought it, went home and
cut off the sleeves. It wasn't
hard — it just took a little bit
more effort. Now, I have a
very cool item I can wear
anytime and always will
know that no one else will
have 11 I Ins makes me cool-

er than Iihcrace.
I am not trying to preach,
only increase your awareness
of generic fashion. Sometimes
it is hard to realize what is
really important in life and
when it comes down to it — I
can't believe I am saying this
— fashion is not Being able to
eat nutritious food and sleep
under a roof are what matter.
That is why if you have the
opportunity
to
purchase
clothes and wear them, you
should enjoy it and be grateful
that you can. Maybe if people
could be a little less labelwhorish and have a little more
crenUve amour, fashion could
he both interesting and fun.

Time is running out!
■

Applications for
editorial positions fop The Breeze
staff of 2003-2GW are due tomorrow
I M KM)t-.AN//*«>«f«.»
Sophomore Linda Makky shows that her creative juices are flowing when It comes to her style.

^fT* Karaoke,

Blue Ridq<
«£MMf

****«

Shocks

Fnday N ghu
FndayNghu
.Fast Side Room

.

434.5935

Mufflers

in the basement of Anthonu/Seeger.

Batteries
State Inspections

Inc.

rtQ *"
'
ftO
"^

$1995

Oj|
Change
v-nange
w*tmM*t$¥im

Hair Corral

"Shenandoah Valley's Hair Care Specialists"
on 42 Soult; u shot? cistern fioir Sui^-Wofenort, Daylrxi, VA

northern Exposure
Grill
1221 Forest Hill Road
Harrleonburg, Virginia

1540) 442-8550

HI! Ladles 216Up Free Until 11

College Right
^£»£uery Thursday
10 pm -2 am

Q^s Weddirw Center
7/W W Spring Semi-Jormal Special
'Kent your compete tux for $25.00
'Bring 10 friends in for tuxedos 6V receive ljree rentd
Tormai §owns $25.00 special for retaii
50% offSjxciaf'Raci - retail
Outside iterations
Laundry Service, includingpressing
& stain removal

540-434-1444
Call for directions

$7 00
(No Limit)

433-2300

433-3111

31 Miller Cr
22 Terri Or
,\»J'E¥U 5 Mitn St.
CSATiFort Rd
**1 sm *-jnv other c*V

Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke
- Medium Two Topping Pizza
Large One Topping Pizza
X-Large Cheese Pizza
^Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix
10pc. wings & Breadsticks

'■!
7
*7C
*7C
*T>
*7W
l w
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L.

"We haven't played bad on the
road, we just haven"! been able
to close games out."

Kicking off the season

Baseball and softball kick off
the season Friday at their
respective tournaments.
SM

inserted supplement
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KENNY BROOKS

interim women's basketball coach
;

jMU

MEN'S BASKETBALL

See story be km

WRESTLING

Dukes dominate
George Mason
JMU found comfort on its
home mat Wednesday night,
defeating George
Mason
University, 31-13.
The Dukes(5-10, 4-5) were
coming off two losses over the
weekend to Drexel University
and Rider University.
Drexel topped JMU 30-13
Saturday.
Senior
Dave
Colabella picked up his 90th
career win, moving into
eighth place on the IXikes'
all-time list. Former JMU
coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
holds the Dukes top mark in
career wins with 125.
Seniors Pat Diaz, Brian
Consolva and Seth Cameron
also picked up wins against
the Dragons.

NCAA

Later in the day, the
Dukes traveled to Rider,
where they lost 37-9.
Junior Todd Schroeder and
freshman Derick Schoenlv
accounted
VNednesd.iy for the only
JMU points.
GMU
Schoenly
13 edged
Rider's Joe
JMU
Pollard 7-6
in the 144pound
weight
class.
Schroeder won his 133-pound
match by forfeit.
JMU's faces Duke University
at 1 p.m. and North Camlina
State University at 7 p.m.
Saturday at home
—from staff reports

SPORTS

NCAA's 'Brand'
new man expects
reform battles

[MV B KIM/vuorpJh'l.^ruphr-

Senior center Ian Casklll (#51) lays the ball up during practice Tuesday aa freshman forward Jon Plefka (#34) defends. Casklll
and the Dukes will hit the road for two Barnes to take on the University of Delaware and Drexel University this weekend.

Dukes prepare for Hens

BY T.J QUINN AND
Ml( HAK1. O'KRKFE
New York Daily News
The task facing new
NCAA
President
Myles
Brand is akin to putting a saddle on a rabid grizzly bear.
He wants university presidents to take less television
money and more control of
their sports. He wants to
increase academic standards.
He wants to battle the gambling and stadium violence
that have become the scourge
of college sports, and he wants
to preserve Title IX as it is
\n a 90-minute visit with
reporters and editors at the
New York Daily News last
week. Brand said he knows
his reforms will bring
howls of protest.
"I think I understand what
needs to be done," he said.
"The fact of the matter is,
you've got to step up and do
the right thing."

So what makes a bookish
Brooklyn-bom professor of
philosophy — the first NCAA
leader who wasn't a coach or
athletic director — think he can
pull it off? What makes the
mild-mannered former president of Indiana Unhersiiv
think he can corral what has
become a runaway sportsentertainment juggernaut?
It is just the right time, in
my view, for a sitting unnersity president to take over this
job," Brand said. "And a good
part of the reason is the academic reform movement has
begun. It touches on issues that
are near and dear to my heart
— the success of students
Before anyone places too
much money on the rabid grizzly bear, remember this: before
Brand took over the NCAA, he
was known .is the man who
ran Bob Knight out of Indiana
m COLLEGE SfOKTS,ptgeJ$

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU heads to Delaware, Drexel over weekend
BY DAN BOWMAN

assisianl spurts editor
Heading into its next |W0
games.
tonight
at
the
University lit Delaware and
Saturday at Drexel University,
the Dukes and coaih Sternum
Dillard hope to ante the memories Dillard said still linger
from the UJOt tune |MU faced
off against each of those two
squads. In doing so. the Dukes
could improve to 500 in the
Colonial Athletic Association
for the first time sinie 'an. 18
and improve their positioning
for the upcoming CAA
Tournament in March.
"I have vivid memories of

those two games, and it's hasically like they wen* running
tn.-on-/em offense,' Dillard
said. "I call it hve-on-zerti
dummy offense when there's
no defense out there and I
think, not to take anything
away from them — they shot
the ball extremely well, we didn't affect anything."
In its first match up with the
Blue Hens Jan. 4, a game JMU
lost 69-54, the Dukes defense
allowed four UD players to
score in double figures, k"d by
guard Mike Slattery's 16 points.
For the game, Delaware shot just
under 47 percent from the field.
Senior forward Ian Caskill,

who only scored 1 point on 0-3
shooting in the Dukes first
game against the Blue Hens,
said despite the outcome of the
previous game, he believes tin1
ti'.mis are more evenly matched.
"We let up o little bit last
time and they beat us pretty
bad." Caskill said. "I don t
think they're 15 points better
than us and I think we showed
against ODU that we can lx.it
teams that have beaten us
before. 1 think that gives us a
little motivation."
Senior guard David Fanning
said he beiieves the Dukes need
to |ump out to and maintain a
lead thmughout the game in

order to stay successful.
"It's very important not
only to get off to a good start,
but to hold whatever momentum we have throughout the
game,* Fanning said. "It's
important to play great total
team defense. Guys are going
to make shots, but we've just
got to limit the whole team to
who's making the shots."
When the Dukes travel to
Philadelphia, Pa., to face the
Dragons Saturday, Dillard savs
hi' M .mts ti»Baa more pntduerion
out of his two main low post
threats — Caskill and red-shirt
xeDIUAKD.pagtlS
CHISI AH/lW<r*m, ph. *.«,.<»•

OUT OF BOUNDS

Exciting month ahead
in college basketball

CRAKi l.nTFN/7iiW<iA.iiwr Dam n
Despite three conference losses already this season, Dahntay
Jones, tart, and the Blue Devils are still in contention for the
Atlantic Coast Conference Championship early next month.

It's that time of the year
again. I always get excited and
anxious about mid-February for
•even] reasons. Unfortunately,
Valentine's Day is not one of
them Of course, I must be talking about the hype and hysteria
that is Atlantic Coast Conleniu e
men's basketball.
I have no qualms about s,n ine,
that now is when I wish am
school was better at the bigger
sports. Growing up watehing the
nkaj of Jerry Stackhouse |oa
Smith and Grant Hill dominate
ACC hoops, I have longed to
experience it first-hand Hut a.
usual, JMU's major sports — with
the exception of women's basket
ball (congratulations ladies on
your win against Old lXiminion
University) — have underacheived, leaving Dukes fans
searching high and low for oilier
teams to follow.
You would be hard-pressed to
find someone aniund here who is

a bigger University of North
Canilina fan, especially when it
comes to basketball. Rumot has it
I am so die-hard UNC that my
blood in fact runs
a true shade of
I arolin.i
blue.
But with my Tar
Heels strugging
ol late, Canilina
blue is exactly
how I'm feeling
about my all-time
favorite collegiate
program Along
KHAI.II.
with the injury of
GARRIOTT diaper-dandy big
man Sean May
came a string of consecutive losses and an aura of disappointment
aniund Chapel Hill
There is no standout fnintrunner in the ACC this year, as six
scrnxils are within a game and a
half of each other. Wake Forest
so- VNC, page 18

Senior forward Shanna Price, right, had a career-high 34
point* In the Dukes' last outtlng. a 98-95 win In overtime over
the Lady Monarch* Sunday at the Convocation Center.

Hitting the road
JMU hopes wins over GMU, ODU
propel team to first CAA road victory
BY DKHW WILSON

sports editor
With two big wins over
George Mason University and
Old Dominion University in
the last week, the Dukes
improved their home winning
streak to 10 games. However,
their Convocation Center success won't help much when
they hit the mad for a fourgame road stretch, but the team
din's feel it will motivate them.
Entering tonight's game
against the College of William
& Mary, JMU is 0-7 on opposing
teams' home floors this season.
But interim head coach Kenny
Brooks said just because the
IXikes haven't won on the mad,
it doesn't mean they haven't
played well on the road.
"We haven't played bad on

the road, we just haven't been
able to close games out,"
Brooks said. "I think that is
going to be a main focus. We
know we have to play better on
the road to win. especially in
the
[Colonial
Athletic
\vs.vi.ition|. It's tough to win
and the team that does win on
the road is the team that's going
to be at the top of the league.
"We know that and we've
positioned ourselves tit make a
g(xxi run at this, but we've got
to win on the road," Bmoks said
Brooks hopes the team's
wins over GMU and ODU will
give them the awifidence and
motivation to win on the road.
"Anytime you get two wins
like that, it's going to boost
see DUKES, page 18
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DILLARD: Hoping for
improved low-post play
DIUARO, from page 17
center Kenny Whitehead. In
|\1l"s prevkMII BUM -.gainst
Drvxi-I, >"i 82-62 loss (an. 2,
I I and Whitehead combined for 13 points and eight
rebounds, while Dragons' center Robert Battle scored 17
points and grabbed 11 rebounds
in just 24 minutes of work.
"Now Battle was terrific —
dim't get me wrong — but I
think in terms of bulk we arc a
bigger team than both teams and
we've got to locifl on using that
to our strength," Dill.ml Hud !
don't know if we can guard
Battle one-on-one, though.
"I think what happens is
he's si) good sometimes we
have to double him and that's
going to free someone else up
on the perimeter. I'd like to NC
us do a better job rebounding
I'd like to see Kenny and Ian
dominate the retards."
Caskill said he feels the
second time around tor
Battle may not be M BOS)
"(Battle) had a good game
against us last time, but so
did (the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington'•>
Craig) Callahan and (Old
Dominion
University's
Ricardo) Marsh, and we
made an effort to stop them
and did a good job of that. I

-66
/ think we can handle
playing two games in
three days and still play
at a high level.
— Sherman Dillard
men's basketball coach

-99
think if we just concentrate
on shutting him down, we
should do all right."
If anything, the Dukes seem
to have momentum on their side,
at least for the moment JMU has
won two of its last three games,
including an exhilarating comefnim-behind win against ODU
last Saturday, 74-66.
"t ontidence should be at a
high," Dillard said. "Two
tough places to play — both
teams have had success at
home, but we have not played
poorly on the road. So I'm
hoping that we can carry I little bit of the swagger from
this last game on the road
with us and do well."
Dillard added his club's recent
offensive success could be credited to its performance in other

UNC: Will 'Heels be NIT bound?

areas on the court Over the last
three games, |MU has held opponents to 41.3 percent shooting.
"A lot of people are asking,
'Well why are you shooting the
ball so well now?'" Dillard said.
"1 think it's because everything
else has improved. 1 think our
defense has improved. I think
we're moving the ball better
offensively, and it just so happens that as a result of that
we're getting better shots and
our shots are falling.''
When asked whether or not
one day of rest instead of the
usual two would affect his team,
Dillard said he thinks JMU's
depth will be a deciding factor.
"When I was in the
[Pacific-)10 coaching at (the
University of California] we
played on Thursdays and
Saturdays or Friday (and)
Sunday, and quite frankly I
like that format," Dillard said.
"Will we have the stamina
and energy to make it work1
That remains to be seen.
I think we're deep enough
now with guys like (red-shirt
senior guard) Charlie Hatter,
(freshman guard) Wes Miller
and (senior forward) Pal
Mitchell coming off the bench.
I think we can handle playing
two games in three days and
still play at a high level."

UNC. from page 17
University, led by CUnfuHICi
leading SCOUT (osh Howaid. currently sits atop the standings at 62 in the conference going into
Wxlnesday, but Duke University
and the University i>f Maryland
are right on its proverbial heeLs,
each with one more k>ss than the
Demon Deacons.
Now we're all used to seeing
coach Mike Kr/v/ewski's liluc
I V\ its battling Gary Williams'
li-ir.inins squad for ACC
supremacy Come March, this
recent trend probably will continue, but first Hill's alma mater
must get by hrst-pl.vr Wake

Forest tonight. This matchup will
be a good test for both teams to get
ready for the ACC tournament.
It really is anyone's titk' this
season as practically every school
has enough weapons to win the
ACC. 1 predict five, maybe six,
teams to make the "Big Dana'''
this year. But it saddens me to say
my beloved 'Heels are' National
Invitation Tournament bound,
with just a 12-10 record going
into Wednesday's contest with
Virginia. I desperately want
UNC to win its games so I can
avoid the absolute humiliation of
a soon-to-be 21-year-old crying
over a basketball game.

I IxR-bv suggest the student
body of JMU copy Duke's fans
and rum what used to be known
as the "Electric Zoo" into an
arena for "Convo Crazies" to go
crazy and paint their shirtless
bodies to spell out "D-U-K-E-S."
(Udies, don't feel like just
because it's not the norm, you
can't show off your school spirit
by participating).
On that note, it's off to the
store to buy more Kleenex —
UNC has a game Saturday.
Klialil Garriott is a junior
SMAD major who thinks right
about now his intramural team
wouU taw a ihot at beating UNC.

DUKES: Ready to move on
IK A/-S, from page 17
you," Bruoks said. 'Two wins
over teams of that caliber —
George Mason and Old
Dominion, two of the teams you
consider big rivals — and you
beat them in consecutive games,
considering all the stuff that went
on last week is definitely a boost
to your program."
The team teels confident as
well heading into the road
trip, according to freshman
center Denae Dobbins.
( onsidering that we haven't
won anv yet, I think that it's built
us up," EXibbins said. "We need
all that we can get."
Kiil-shirt senior guard )od\
leKosesaid. "It was a a\i/\ mvk
fttr us last week anyway and to

beat George Mastm and ODU,
that gave us a lot of confidence
going on the road because we
have struggled on the road. But
we're going to fix that this time."
With the distractions from
departure of former coach Bud
Childers out of their way, Brooks
said the team is more focused.
"There was some confuskm at
the new year. There was a kit of
wondering of what's going on
and we finally got a litrJe focused
again and then the events of last
week happened,'' Brooks said.
But I think they're really focused
now and understand the task at
hand and understand what kind
ol team its going to be."
I.cRose agreed. She said,
"Whatever happened last

week is over and we've put it
behind us. We've moved on
and we're focused on one thing
and that's a championship."
The Dukes' record over the
four-game stretch also will play a
big part in how things shake
down
when
the
CAA
Tournament mils around in
March, especially now with the
top four teams within two games
of each other.
"1 think you want to finish
,is strong as you can " Brooks
said. "1 think as far as seedings
go, if you're in that top four or
five, I think that you're going to
be in good shape to win this
thing because it s wide open,
even though it's on Old
Dominion's home court."

COLLEGE SPORTS: Can flaws in system be fixed? fee*^
-66-

COU£GE SPORTS, from page 17
Q: How do you tackle the
job of academically reforming the NCAA?
A: I think one of the rmsl
important parts of the academic
reform movement is going to be
an incentive*, and disincentives
package. I dim't think you can
do real academic reform without
sonie real teeth in it. So first you
put the school i»n notice in a formal way. Then you have to haw
an increasing level of sanctions.
One sanction would be loss
of scholarships for the program.
The extreme would be the loss
of ability to play for a championship. (But) it's just as important to have incentives. I amid
see rewarding a program whose

student-athletes are graduating
at a significantly higher rate
than the general student body.
Q: Can you envision a
time when the NCAA will
pay its athletes?
A: I believe that once we pay
for play, it ruins the integrity of
the game. There would be nothing worse than if the college
game became a third-rate professional game. If anyone
among college-age athletes
wants to play for money, go
ahead. But not in my house.
Q: Are you concerned about
the future of Title IX?
A: We would not like Title IX
changed or rolled back because
the participation of voung
women in intercollegiate athlet-

There would be nothing
worse than if the
college game became
a third-rate
professional game.
— Myles Brand
NCAA President

95
ics is extremely important — participation affects the high sch(X>l
level and even earlier. We would
like to sec full implementation
Q: Does the NCAA have

any interest in a college
football playoff system?
A: I would be against anything that resembles the NFL
playoffs, because mostly it would
hurt the bowls. I think the bowls
are important — not just the four
bowls
in
the
Bowl
Championship Series that somehow determine the national
champkm, but the other 24 bowls
that were played this year. They
aren't championship-related; it's
a reward for the players and the
school for a good season.
I also see value in the argument of dividing a champkm on
the field though. I don't feel confident that I have a right answer.
Q: What can be done about
the violence that has plagued

college sports events?
A: On Feb. 20, there will be a
national summit put on by the
NCAA in Dallas. The name of
the summit is "Sportsmanship
and Fan Behavior."
You've got a series of problems — fighting among teams,
attacks on referees. You've got fan
behavior that is dangerous in the
stadium. Pulling down goal posts
is a great tradition but ifs very
dangerous- There is a woman we
know of who is paralyzed
because a goalpost fell on her.
Do you line the field with
horses and armed guards?
Do you get students in
advance to restrain themselvi's? This is a local issue.
There may not be one .inswir

Women's gymnastics
competes at Carolina
invitational
The women's club gymnastics team competed in the
Carolina Invitational at the
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill Feb. 8.
Among the teams competeing were UNC, the University
of North Carolina-Wilmington,
Georgia Tech University, the
University of Virgina and
Highpoint University.
Freshman Marisa Mating
placed third on the vault, while
mhfflan Casey Gundersen
took second place on the bars.
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>
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CLASSIFIEDS
Mountain View
Townhouscs
•Wanted*

1106 - 3 bedrooms deck
available Aug J750

One more rwinuniic for 2003 2004. We have 3 people in a 4
bedroom townhouse. Great
location Always maintained
Many extras Haccllcnt landlord
Musisre'$2M/mn Call
4W8423 for more informality

1103 - 3 bedrooms. 2 V2
baths, deck rawment available

Aug »25

University Place

Feeling CraaseerJ? Compare our
spacious houses, duplexes and
•parlment*. Sea photo*, prices
an<* current availability for 2003 2004 at www.casWproperfycom.

3 fcdjooms, 2 baths, deck
Available June. 1660
Call 433-2221

Elizabeth Street • 5 bedrooms,
porches, hardwood floors, Ethernet,
all appliance*. Call 5683068

4 Bedroom Condo lor Rant • 3
bedrooms still available S250/mo.
Washer/dryer, Hunter's Ridge,
minutes trom JMU. 804-93;«791.

CHECK THESE OVTI

2 iter, • ledroara Haaaa Available 8/1/03. I.o miles Irom
IMU. Large backyard. 2 lull bams.
1.5 kaohena. common room, plus 2
additional rooms Otlstreet perking.
1200/room per month plus
utilities Deposit requited. Period
for small groups. Call 437-0193 lor
an appointment.

1*5 N. Her*-10-12 large
rooms Available July or August
2003. S250/person
I I Ml I hi,

, IV nil

4 bedrooms College Station
Available 6,01/03 Fumuhed.
V/ID. D/W, O/D $90t»Tno

"Student Friendly"
Rentals

(all 82S-0464 today!
Nags Head • Student summer
rentals. Call 252-2556328 or
s#aOree/s*ea*Ty.co-Ti

3 and 4 h-r<Jn«>m home* on W Water
and E. rXliaabeih. Oreai locaoon ind
cool place to live! Available MllrtH.

Peu and unokrn wricom'

Sf-A Fssrvtew . 3 btoVooma, A/C
DSL, W/D, 1 block from campus,
year (ease. August. 2 or 3 people,
t27B each. CaH 4330084

879-9947. leave menace
Mr.
■eselo
In 3 bedroom townhou**. Washer/
dryer, dishwasher, less than a mile
from JMU. Must be mature and
bear friendly $300/month. Call
Sid. 8005411002

•an-— ■wjgwjass Haaa* • $250/
person, 2 kitchens, 2 baths Call
4388800

3 or 4 Bedroom House

AN. View Drftr* TH - 5 bedrooms,
furnished, Ethernet, groups of 5
preferred. S230/month, 1 year
■Mae (8/03 -8/04} 7034606008

Good neighborhood dose to
campus. Washer/dryer included
June '03 - June '04 lease.
SLWpenon. Call 433-0310.
day; or 432-1589. evening.

■a ■ Large 2 bedroom
2 bath suit*, all appliance*
including stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal, microwave,
washer and dryer. Furnished, within
1/2 mile of JMU. on bu* line. Quiet
area m back of compkn. AvaMabie
8/3/03, S640/mo For deUU* cal
1 800 842 2227
or
email
*pyOer«0a>ihentelnet.

Walk 1/2 Block to Campus ■
Apartments 'or rent, groups or 4.

thing. 10
.'4 M)

l.i,. 1 I.dioom Ap.rtn.nt.
!ood location, available July 1,
370 Cal 433.1569.

3 Badroesa Haaaa • 2 bath*,
possible irWew Quarters. Elrnwood
Drive. Cloa* to JMU Sorry, no
group*. S825/mo 433 3305.
"-»>ninu>i

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT!
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET

Gift & Thnn. 227 N Main.

1997 Jaap Wrangler ■ 6 cyl .
manual, A/C. graon/tan. 32.000.
Call 574-1127.

taaeHsr g-satwd eastern Speaker
Boa • for Jeep Wrangler 97-03, 2
LO* JL audio subwoofer*. Call
574-1127.

J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET

application* for

Seeaaer/MM Player - Epson
12000 USB scanner. $60: Hip Zip
MP3 player. 240 MB. 1110 Call
Kurt. 5684952 (days).
11M Toyota 4-Reimer • loaded,
brush and (rill guard, leather,
sunroof, multi CO changer. 119.000
miles, one owner, $10,900 Call
574-23; 1

HELP WANTED
UFEGl ARDSA1ANAGKRS/
SUPHMSORS
St AIMER POSITIONS IN NO. VA

Must be able to work

Even A Confatnccs, Taylor 233

CRUISE

Deadline: 2/21/03

$279!

Pick up application packet at

E-mail Joyce Lee at

Cosmic Bewl for Kid*! February
22. vaPey Lanes. 9 a.m. 3pm to
benefit Big Brother* Big Sisters,
Plsase call 433-8886 or email
Digb»o4»<ica net to register a teem.

SERVICES

Flee Arts and Crafts far Year
Valentin* - made by Sfwnandoah
Valley artists Unique jewelry,
pottery, glass, ornament*, and
much more OASIS Gallery 103 S.
Main
Street
in
downtown
Harntonburg Monday, Thursday
Saturday. 10:00 am 5:00 p.m and
Sunday. 12 00 p.m
5:00 p.m

Mettiematlc.
veers oleosag
Email imumat

TAX PREPARATION

(all 1-177-733-7*18

Local, Affordable. Professional
»% Dsvaaast far JMl stodti*

I W***u> Petwrtta.. mailing
our CkCUlar*. Free information Call
2038830202.

1040** starting at $25.00
Call for an appointment today'

879-3211. Mary Helmick

a national
leadership and honors organization
is seeking motivated students to
rjegtn a tfvapier on campu*. 3.0 GPA
required Contact -ntoaTsaa^onors org

■1

2000 Honda CBPhSOO - newliroT.
$5,000. o.b.o. Call 271-1089
http /cooimu.edu/bike

semeMcr with a proven
Campus l-Undreiser 3 hour

Ckwr Feeruary 34 Tiamg Oeae*rt
Ticket* • Six available. Floor row
29. Roanoke Civic Center. 1110
each. Call 433-0242. leave
message.

Our program, makr fund

Vacation.!

www. endlcsasummer toura.com
Catebrtty Spring Brae* - brought to
you by StudentClty.coml Book now.

irgardng dK tavolisjKiOTcf'financing

save
up
to
J100
on
all
international trips Party Ilka a rock

bu.iscu opporiunitiei. contact the
Belter Hutinest Barest!, lac
I40a-S33-SMI

star with MAXIM magazine and
Jackass's Steve0 For details call
1-800 293-1445.
or
email
sales9studentcity.com, or book
online at www.siud9ntcHy.com

r.ionchaie.com

SPRING BREAK 03

Waaaa are Wad. VtossU are BSae" i
just wanted to *ay "I love Vou!'
Happy Valentin*'* Day. Salm! Love.
Jann.
Two JKs are Forever Better Than
One) Happy Valentine c Day* More.
Your Baby

lJ0M4Mf4«
wvrw.stirravel.reaa

mwmim
SUPER SPECIALS!!!

rail lot current sper.i»l»
'••,,,1,,,!.« 59WMMW*

Ahb, C. »ou Are UnkeHevakla
and t love You.. Happy valentine a
Day! Love. Zach.

Happy Valentine's Day • Anna.
Cathy. Enn. Haley. Jo-Lyn. Kathryn.
Kelly and Snedl I love you girls!!
Love. Lauren

438-8800

raat.Bg eai> with no rhlu.

Contact Canavuiliatdrsitcr
at R8M-473 3;3A. or vim

mi-v. i iimpu^uidrattercom

I Meed 14VBW Happy Valentine*
Day to the three moat beautiful
ladies in the land!
To The Ada Staff
Po-.es are rod.
Violet* are blue. You guy* are the
beet, All 13 of you! Thank* for all
of your hard work) Love, Gad.
aVMsnUma Day ta lorl erre
• my roommates tor Ilia,
who turn every long day into a
Breere From your longloet roorme
who can't wall til April
Te the 1 Hare I'B Be Lairai' tftas
Valentine's Day - Vou guys are the
best' I can t wait to and another
(allow to our threesome! Love. Big

Copy, Waka Ma Up Before You
0o4jo. Voa Copy? Happy valentine *
Day, Lauren and Lucia! Love,
(Irrn-ri
Happy V Day to the Uvefy ZTA
Ladle* - on the second floor. We
know you secretly like it slow.
To Sarah: Your Oraffli Peck I And
with all my heart. I love giving you
the TOOT Please bring beck the
high heels! From. K Money
For Thraa Fabulous Amige* Here s to great chats and nachoe
on Fridays. You re the bast! Love.
The Head Hancho.
Forget Mary Kate and Ashley, and
the Hilton Slater* • th* two
loveliest ladies on the planet are
Susan and Angle. Thanks for all
your beauty. iovial conversations
and bn-iiant wit
To The Hottest One on The Dark
Stee - (with the big-uns). You rock
m» world. Mugs and kisses. Your

Skaaa. Veu Light M* On Pfre)
i -ova you, today and always

fund raising event.

1992 HeaeV Aeeerd LX
Good
condition. S3.400. or best offer.
442 8057

Happy Valentlne'e • Makeout.
Luscious Miracle and Knockout'll
KOXO, Hot Lips
Oeorge, You Olve Me IligpUim and love I never dreamed i could
tm* I can t wait to grow ok) wrth
you. Love. Aatikry

'ree Meals in lainaica'
6uaranieefJiDweSiF„ce$,

■Like th. Vary Flies of the
Coarsest. Meat Foul Ptt of Haft.
Burns My Immortal Hate for You "
Won't you be my valentine? From,
your best orange couch fnend.

To the Sw.«r CMtO ..d I«L ol
1190 Ashby • Vou add a spenile to
our eyes. Come home at 11 to get
a surprise! Happy Valentine's Day!
Love. OCHD a CMcFF.

CLASSIFIED ADS!

To Kro. The Most Wonderful and
Compassionate Olrl at JMU •
tier* you for being a great friend!
.ova. Jason

sui TIIH «i law,
un am, co mi

Happy VetorrtiM s Day AaMayl I
think you and I would be better
friends if we made out!

BIBBI I

VALENTINES

Earn S1.000-$2,000 this

Kllne-Riner Rentals

ADVERTISr IN
THE BREEZE

•MO* • aUPaUS • MUCX

Chibs • Mutk-nt Groups

n gel with the program! It wvrka

thydlvel Ona day fir*t Tandem
skydive* from 2 1/2 mile* up!
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts) Call 1 877 348 3759
(877 DIVE SKY)
www ••ryoV reorang e. com

VEL

I i iii. i iiiik-v a Sororities

Piatd fBlaing Oalci art lillin* u>uckly.

Barkaadar Trainees Needed •
1250 a day potential. Local
positions. Call 1 800293-3985.
ext. 613

568-«127

JMU Spring BrMk...Are you Going?
Than go Direct! Book now and gat
guaranteed toweat prtce and free
parties! Campus rep* wanted!
Organize some mends travel free!
We have zero customer compSMnrjl
1*00 3671252
www. 9onn0X9akatma.com

Lltagdarda Wanted - in North
Myrtle Beach No •xpenenca Appy
i.^. nsoairfeguards.com.

2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES

Break

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida. Bast pertle*. bast hotels,
best prices! Space •* Hmttedl Hurry
up and book now' 1*00-23*7007

Waaasssaa Haaaad - Apply at Jess
Lunch Must be available to work
lunches Freshmen, Sophomores.
and Juniors preferred

Baals* a D*T**i*i*** TUss i
while having the time of your life
Counselor* and activity leader*
needed to work at summer campus
for children and adults with
disabilities. Campus located near
Richmond and Roanoke. Virginia
Camp season: early Juno
midAugust. Vint our wobiit* at
www. va .easier seals, org/nchmond
or cat) 604*33-9855

Spring

NOTICK
For more iaforraauoa and auit-uikc

Bartender Trainee*' Needed •
(250/day potential. Local oosmon*.
1000-2913085. art 215
kw • for math phobic,
bight 1C year old. 43443306

Happy Valentine's Day I* My Lake
tWrtsI You are amazing and I can't
wait for more fabulous moments'
To my wine, you make ma srntls so
•vide! I love you!

1-800 678-63 86

The College Handbell Chter • at
Aabury united Methodist is tootong
for ringers. Practices are every
Sunday, 3:30 pm
4:30 p.m
Pleas* come'

v*» » pfenii«TiitrTpri*r*inc xrnn

Business Meier Naaisd • to work
Fridays and Saturdays for office
end outaide duties. Must be
available for full-time in summer.
Located in city and could lead to
fuB^Ome employment on graduation
Good telephone and computer
skill* a must. 433-1234

To My Baby, Ryan - You are the
executive of my heart. I'm so
happy that you sired me-up to be
the woman for you.

■ww'VarlnflreakYravv^'UM

leeja'oftmu edu for more details.

S GREAT PAY WITH BONUS $

1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMW
NO BUS RIDEI

■Wave flat lack Other, and
That • A Let far Lave" - Happy
Valentine's Day to my favorite
Jersey boys. Bryan and Loughnsn.
Love. Ouda.

Conference Asst. Positions'

5/12/03-8/15/03
1999 Toyota Cara'ry ■ a ooo.
power doors, locks, 10 disc CD.
keyless entry, great condition.
95.000. Call 437 550B

Ttrea and Rlr-« For Sale! 5 Super
Swamper
TSL/SX
tire*.
30X11 50X15 70% tread Five AR
767 wheel* 15X8 New tires and
rims. Call 574-1127.

E"

Currently accepting

lsNOelUKJIlll
VW Cakrlo 1»»7 - CD. AM/FM.
power locks/steering, new belts
and spark plugs, good condition.
$9,500 Call Devon, 438*502.

Happy Valentine * Day Jess
Haaebaryl
I )ust wanted to
confess my love to you mat I have
bean hiding for so long. Hopefully
we can make out!

SPRING
eEHK!

EARN $5,000!!!

IMac Of «.« . 160 MB Quicken.
Appraworks, Encyclopodla. Adobe
Page. »375 Call 8799947.

Sun Splash Tours
P^CU*
1.800.426.7710
,,£%%}£*wwv.sunspl3stitours.coni11 800 234 7007

Andl, ISHWIII • Ohio i* a world
away and I long to travel. Don't
worry,
my transdimenslonal
lownder is almost complete Let's
roll. Baby! Love. Sethy
Far My i
I need you more than anything
■burs forever aver ever. Cube, XOXO.

To My Lovely Ladles at 1921A
Sunchaae Happy Valentine'* Day!
From your favont* Waek man. MN
To My Dear Sweet PB4VJ Lovln
Boyfriend - I m so glad we've
shared so many intimate moments
together David, you are my on*
and only.
Happy Vali a Una'a Day • to HI the
ladies of The Breeze You are /
beautiful and any man would I
lucky to be with you. Have a
■ufvoer'u' gM

Thanks to all of you who placed a Valentine Classified Ad!
Need a Sunday Morning Break?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in
realizing your own spiritual path.

For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenqer mrfurn@msn.com

Harrison burn Unitarian 1 ni versa lists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org

Phone:867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

Are you...

Hometown Music
GuiiitkS, AMPS,

DKUMS,

PA

AND MOVE

WWW

homMMnmusic.net

More Guim For Yw mm

ALVAREZ...

.

Coupon
Save IO%off«|i»/i/
: price on any purchase.
'. Minimum dijcourrl $50. »'.f Ml

ROJOS Saw Tee SaHti. I
Lifer.*.* wineatyl
n#Mffta*TP aff• BBtt

|
!

ftlhSh* Gartin from $99
K\iiiiti iiilttri from $69
ResonBtor Gultart, Mandolin!.

b* combined wttti otW ofhn er
ditonrrU or ipciled U layiwtyi.
E.pirii Sahirdty 02/22/03

I0-6MM,T«,TIW,

Binjui, Drum, PA Rentali & wore...

Come tee out nem etpantei showrooms!
4M-4I59 ' 2990 S

MBIB

Strut

eiaaaa Wesaeaaay
ttBBBW

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH ATA PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH.'

outgoing, personable, energetic?
If so, S

ont Organization Services
Wants YOUJ

Now Hirirfg: 3 Program Assistants
1 Federal Work Study Student
1 Web Designer
Work with Clubs and Organizations,
Fraternity/Sorority Life, and UPB.
10 HOURS PER WEEK
NO NIGHTS, NO WEEKENDS
Applications are due Friday, February 28th
in Taylor 205A for the 2003 - 2004 calendar year.
For additional information, call 568-8157

Frl;

IQ-iSot

1S2S Dt>v«fi. Aw.
(ju« off University Blvd)
Touch tree automatic
4 Self service bay*
Spot Free nnaa
6 Vacuums
Upholetsxy shampcoer
Fragranoa nvachine
43340**

31711 Bgaaj
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Serf service bays
Spot Free nnaa
8 Vacuums
2 Intenor data* centers
433-5*00
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i
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Evert overcomes adversity,
leads team into 2003
Veteran recalls big hit in UVa. upset
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

could come to any satisfactory conclusion.
Meanwhile, the pain was beginning to take
its toll on the senior shortstop.
"It kind of affected my mood in playing
sports in general," Evert said. "I didn't really try that hard to get recruited."
Villanova University and Bucknell
University both recruited Evert for their softball teams, but their inability to offer her a
scholarship left Evert and her parents searching for a more affordable option. What they
found was JMU, a public, in-state university
that in the next few years was planning to
add a varsity softball program. It appeared
that Evert had found her haven, but the nagging pain in her neck put a damper on her
freshman year in Harrisonburg.
"There wasn't a night where I slept
through the night freshman year," Evert
said. "I have never felt the pain that I did
freshman year."
Throughout her struggle to identify the
source of the pain. Evert said that she continued to play softball with the club team
despite knowing that she wasn't competing
to the best of her abilities. The watershed
moment came when her parents took her to
be evaluated at Johns Hopkins University
Hospital in Baltimore, Md.
There, doctors discovered the source of
all of her pain — a rare tumor that had
attached itself to her cervical spine, according to Evert. What followed was surgery to
remove the tumor and seven months of
rehabilitation in a stiff neck brace that took
her away from softball during the summer
after her freshman year.
When she returned the next fall, Evert
said she felt like a new person and that the
difference was unbelievable. "After that, I
was like, 'yeah, I'm ready to play softball
now.'" Luckily, her rehabilitation coincided
with the semester in which JMU hired its
first varsity softball coach, Katie Rynn. Evert
quickly jumped on the chance to play for the
Dukes' first softball team.
"I watched her compete with the club
team," Flynn said. "I knew she had some talent. She needed some coaching and to see
some better opposition."
Evert said that she was nervous and anxious about trying out for Flynn's squad. "I
wasn't recruited by a lot of teams [out of
high school], so I don't think I had the confi44
dence that I had after (last) season. I had
The things that I do are things that kind of assumed that I might be able to play
I, but I wasn't sure."
I gotfrom watching my teammates Division
Hynn ran a group of hopefuls through a
tryout that lasted a little over a week, accordthat were older than me.
ing to Evert. Since making the team, Evert
— Leah Evert said she makes frequent attempts to remind
red-shirt junior outfielder her teammates of where the varsity softball
program has come from. She is, after all, the
last remaining member of the Dukes that

senior writer
It was like David taking on Goliath. The
Dukes last April trailed nationally ranked
University of Virginia 2-0 going into the top
half of the sixth. Ail-American pitcher
Kristen Dennis was perfect for the Cavaliers
through five frames, and JMU was in desperate need of a spark. A leadoff walk and a
bunt single put runners at first and second
for red-shirt junior Leah Evert, but the
McLean native stepped to the plate with little in the way of confidence.
Evert had faced Dennis twice that afternoon and had struck out in both trips to the
plate. Adding to her frustrations was the fact
that UVa.'s catcher that afternoon was a former teammate who, in Evert's words,
"knew where my weaknesses were." The
Dukes' right fielder quickly found herself
down two strikes before delivering the
biggest hit of JMU's innagural season.
"Somehow she left one up on the outside corner," Evert said. "I think I closed
my eyes. I really don't remember anything,
I just remember being shocked and running as fast as I could."
Evert had opened her eyes to find she
had blistered a game-tying, two-run double.
On the throw home, Evert took third, setting
up a Herculean upset when the next barter"
hit a grounder deep into the hole behind second, scoring Evert. JMU, a team in its first
year as a varsity program, held on and beat
a nationally ranked team led by an AilAmerican pitcher, 3-2.
"They knew we were a first .year team
and wanted to walk all over us," Evert
said. "It was definitely a personal sense of
accomplishment, especially striking out
twice then finally doing something to
help out the team."
The switch-hitting Evert is certainly no
stranger to adversity, off the field as well as
on. In her senior year at McLean High
School Evert began to experience spasms
and pain in her neck. Evert said it began to
affect her while playing softball, at the plate
and while throwing.
According to Evert, some 10 or 11 doctors in Maryland and Virginia attempted to
find the source of her discomfort, but none

55

RACHELLE LACROlX/p/iow editor

Red*hirt junior outfiektef Leah Evert had one of JMU's biggest hits in Its first varsity season.

played on a club team at JMU.
"When I was a freshman, I was going
around to different dorm rooms asking
for people to petition for this team," Evert
said. "I want (my teammates) to always
keep that in perspective.
"I miss the club team in a lot of ways.
We were really a close bunch, and we had
a wonderful team. I wouldn't give up
playing varsity but I also wouldn't give
up playing club because it was a wonderful experience for me."
The Dukes charged into their innagural
season with Evert in a new position — outfield. The former infielder initially didn't
think she had the speed to roam the outfield
for the Dukes, she said. But thanks to an
intense conditioning program, Evert said she
is now more comfortable in her right field
position than she would be at shortstop.
That new found speed quickly paid dividends for the Dukes last season, as Evert
led JMU in stolen bases, swiping 13 bags
while starting all 49 games. Evert also led
JMU in hits (42), total bases (56) and runs
(14). Such a performance by this outfielder
from the humble beginnings of club softball
earned her second-team All-Colonial
Athletic Association honors, something
Evert was quick to downplay.
"I was completely shocked," she said.
"My batting average wasn't what I wanted

it to be. I think I was lucky to get that." Evert
said that since her best games last season
were against conference rivals like Drexel
University and Hofstra University, coaches
from those schools were more likely to vote
for her to receive all-conference honors.
Never without a new challenge, Evert
this season is presented with a more prominent role on the team, as she is beginning her
second year as a co-captain. Sophomore
pitcher Nikki Dunn said that Evert is always
willing to sacrifice her time to make the team
a more cohesive unit, organizing out of practice team functions and dinners.
"The things that I do are things that I
got from watching my teammates that
were older than me," Evert said. "You
kind of have to have someone older take
initiative to do things like that."
Flynn hopes that her right fielder's offensive role continues to develop as well, as she
said she plans to move Evert from the leadoff spot in the lineup to third or fourth in
order to make her more of a run producer.
"Speed and power are a rare combination,
and she has both. We've moved her to a
position where she can use that to produce
more RBIs," Rynn said.
Evert will look to use her veteran knowledge to continue to guide the team and program in the right direction, starting Friday
when the team opens at the Triangle Qassic.
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ers. However, even with a veteran team,
McFarland knows they still have to go
-66
out and play.
'Experience is important, but to me,
All the awards are great and
the experience counts more for a lot of
things that are not the hitting and the the All-American stuff is good,
pitching and things like that," McFarland
IT
I
said. "Experience really helps you more
but my main goal here is to
on the psychological part of the game.
win the championship.
"Last year, for example, we had a
beautiful winter and got outside every
V
v
—
-^ 1
-EddieKim
single day. We were prepared when the
senior
first baseman
season started, and we took off and were
ready to go," McFarland said. "This year,
it's a cold one and we've been inside a
lot. I think a veteran team can overcome
"We're really good friends," Rigsby
that. They are thinking 'OK we're good
said.
"We hang out on the field and off
to
go,'
whereas
a
young
team
might
.6
.' A ■
the
field.
It's to the point where we've
think 'Oh-wow, we're going against (the
University of) South Carolina and (the been together so long, we know what
University of) Tennessee and we haven't the other person is going to do before it
happens, so on the field we're not surbeen outside very much.'"
One of the team's strengths is its vet- prised by anything."
Kim said, "It's just awesome playing
' eran infield made of all seniors, accordwith
guys you know and feel comfortable
ing to McFarland.
'
II
"It's a very solid infield," McFarland with. This is our third year playing
said. "I keep stressing to our pitchers, 'If together — I didn't play much my freshthe only thing you can do is keep the ball man year — and for the other guys this is
at the (hitters') knees, you're going to be their fourth year starting. That's as expeg
successful with this infield.' If hitters hit rienced as you get. It's just a great feeling
ground balls, these guys are going to to play with guys you love as brothers."
In the outfield, McFarland said there
catch them and throw them out."
Senior Eddie Kim, last year's CAA are a number of combinations for lineups.
Red-shirt senior Travis Ebaugh will
Player of the Year, anchors the team at
r
start
in centerfield. Flanking him in right
first base. The preseason All-America
---^^Nh i ^L_
pick batted .421 and came within one of and left will be red-shirt junior Alan
tying each of JMU's single-season Lindsey and sophomore Mike Butia.
records with 99 hits, 24 doubles and 74 McFarland said red-shirt senior Justin
RBIs. But despite all of those accom- Ruffin and freshman Skyler Doom and
plishments, Kim said he would give it Matt Bristow should see time as well.
Junior Kurt Isenberg will see some time in
all up for a CAA title.
the outfield, but mostly will concentrate
"I'd
give
all
that
up
if
1
could
win
a
\
' ring,"
Kim
said.
"The
CAA on his pitching this season.
With the loss of Steve Ballowe ('02),
Championshiop down in Manteo, (N.C.)
Isenberg
will see some action as the des— that's all I'm looking forward to. All
ignated hitter. McFarland said other playthe
awards
are
great
and
the
All•
American stuff is good, but my main goal ers such as freshman Mitch Moses could
here is to win the championship. That's see time at DH also.
On the mound, the Diamond Dukes
MATT CARASELLA/wmor photographer all that matters right now, especially with
might
not be as strong as last season.
Senior right-hander Chris Cochran throws In the bullpen during practice last week. my last year coming up."
Senior
Chris
Cochran is the No. 1 starter
Anchoring the middle of the infield
Cochran will be one of the Diamond Dukes' top starters for the 2003 season.
are senior Mitch Rigsby at second and after finishing 7-1 a season ago. The rightsenior Nathan Doyle at shortstop. Both
see GOAL, page 11
players are solid defensively, and after
working during the off-season, Rigsby
should be more consistent at the plate,
McFarland said.
"He's been a little streaky with his bat,
but he's really been working hard on that
and we're really excited that he's getting a
little more even keel," McFarland said.
On the other corner is senior third
baseman Brent Metheny, who provides
the Diamond Dukes with good hitting
near the top of the lineup.
"He's done it all since he's been here,"
McFarland said. "He'll probably hold all
Virginia Commonwealth University. This the career records before he leaves. He's
BY DREW WILSON
year, VCU was the preseason No. 1 in been starting and batting at the top of the
sports editor
Coming off a school record 44-win sea- the conference with the Dukes a close lineup since he's been here."
Senior catcher Matt Deuchler caps off the
son and an appearance in the NCAA second in the voting.
veteran
infield behind the plate. After plaHowever,
coach
Joe
"Spanky"
Regionals would satisfy almost any team
tooning
for
most of last season, he will see 80
McFarland
doesn't
think
much
about
that.
— except the Diamond Dukes. The one
MATT CARASELLA/wmo'r photographer
to
90
percent
of the action this seasoa
"I
don't
put
a
lot
of
stock
in
the
preseathing missing from all the accomplishSenior
catcher
Matt Deuchler lays down
according to McFarland.
ments a year ago was a Colonial Athletic son stuff," McFarland said.
a
bunt
during
batting
practice last
Because they have been together for so
Although they lost two left-handed
Association Championship.
week.
Deuchler
will
take
on most of the
long,
the
infield
also
is
close
off.
the
field,
JMU finished first during the regular pitchers, the Diamond Dukes return
team's catching duties this season.
which
ultimately
helps
them
on
the
field.
eight
everyday
starters
and
eight
pitchseason but lost in the championship to
——-
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Dukes look
for CAA title

Veteran infield key to success
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Ebaugh making up for lost time
BY WES HEINEL

contributing writer
For most pitchers in baseball at any skill
level, the phrase 'arm surgery' brings about a
gut wrenching reaction. Usually the phrase is
associated with the ending of a career, however, in die case of red-shirt senior outfielder
Travis Ebaugh it cued second chance.
According to Ebaugh, after injuring his
shoulder in the weight room during the winter of his freshman season, his doctors told
him he needed surgery. For the following two
seasons, after being granted a medical redshirt by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, Ebaugh struggled to return to
the mound with the tenacity and success to
which he previously was accustomed.
"He could never get his velocity back,"
coach Joe "Spanky" McFarland said. "He
pitched in relief for a little while and just wasn't doing well since the injury. At mat point
Travis came to me and said 'Coach I'd like to
play the outfield. I can't get it done on the
mound anymore, and I think I can help the
team more in the outfield.'"
Interested at the prospect of adding a lefthanded bat to his lineup, McFarland gave
Ebaugh a fair shake at his proposition.
"He came back in the fall after working
hard all summer and just busted it day in
and day out," McFarland said. "He won a
position to everyone's surprise, except for
him. He was a little rusty on the base paths,
but as the year went on, his arm strength
progressed a little, he continued to hit the
ball and played great defense."
For Ebaugh, the experience was an awakening of sorts, but one he said he'd rather not
go through again.
"Surgery was extremely disappointing
for me," Ebaugh said. "It really changes
your perspective on the game. I was worried I would never play again, but now I
don't miss pitching anymore at all. I get to
go out there and play every day, and my
arm doesn't hurt anymore."
The Diamond Dukes' center fielder, who
hails from Newport News, made the most of
his first opportunity to start on a regular basis
for tlie Dukes as a position player by hitting
.327 while solidifying the outfield with his
stellar defense — in '02 Ebaugh's fielding
percentage was .977.
A catalyst for the offense, filling the lead-off
role in the batting order, Ebaugh was an integral part to the success of the squad, which set
a university record in 2002 with 44 wins. This ... K^*ii„rti u« i i ui
..
MATT CARASELLAJsenior photographer
season he was elected as a team captain.
After battHng back from Nury hfc ft* few seasons at JMU, red*h,rt sen.or outfteWer Travte Ebaugh Wt .327 wW, 28 RB.8 .n 2002.
"I feel that I play very well defensively
Ebaugh's coach and teammates I was able to get a good number nf mi h**
urn. .L
because I get a great jump on the ball,"
him to .ead the team this season over me sumnSin Kun^^eSS 14 T SL^riT" ^ "J^
Ebaugh said. "It's my job to anchor the expect
through base running.
Elkton Blue Sox "
"' tne uiamond Dukes will depend on
defense by playing a solid center field and to
d
"Everyone
on
the
dub
has
a
role
they
are
Isenberg
said
he
felt
Ebaugh's
work
ethir
Su
^ 1"** attitude ^P^^ to
be a spark plug through my leadoff role."
^° ****? SUCOessful seasonJunior outfielder Kurt Isenberg said expected to fill, and his is to get on base," and experience are both valuable aTsets^
' *** °f whe" '
Ebaugh's ability to bounce back from McFarland said. "V* have some powerful youngerteammatescanalwaylooTuo^ thinlJ^ **"«
EbaUgh iS
'Travis just brings a lo^SrgvtTrrSti ™fh^Si™
** nUmber
adversity speaks a lot for his dedication middle order guys who can drive him in conne hes
sistentlyVVfeexpecthimtobethatsparkforthe vation to everyone on the l3'tenhet~ ° '
^^r/' McFarland said. "You
and for him as a player.
offense
to
get
on
base,
create
some
havoc
by
said.
"He's
one
of
the
older
guvs
who
h»S
ST
.
°? S™ to d° whatever.it wil1
"For him to get the chance to pitch early
a
around and is just a great pSntc^Icokun^ ^^^T ^ game.
on in his career and be our full time center stealing a few bases and score some runs."
Ebaugh
saH
"I
worked
real
hard
in
the
and model you^^.^pt^C ball al ^ "lAlX T * ^ *
fielder every day, I think it shows what kind
off-season to better my 60 time by two sec- no matter if it is the first inning of £ iS *"' ?[ '^ a h,t by P,tch' you need, a
of athletic ability he has," Isenberg said.
onds, and I continued to strengthen my arm. game or a second game of a doubleheader"
E1L ♦
, °n y°Ur dub because he
neips to make everyone better."
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Doyle a key for Dukes' success
Senior shortstop looks to lead veteran infield in quest for conference championship
actually like for Doyle to take a more
carefree approach at the plate.
"I think because we have a lot of
Jared (Doyle) got the chance to people back from our lineup we're
to try to take the pressure off of
play pro ball and the money and going
him a little bit and say for him to not
about it as much this year,"
all that, but Nathan (Doyle) is back worry
McFarland said. "So number one, we'll
tell him to take that out of his mind —
and he wants to get the ring...
if you strike out, you strike out.
— Spanky McFarland
"We're really working hard on getbaseball coach ting him to stay back and go the other
way with the ball. If he shows that
enough ... then he's going to get more
pitches on the inner half, which he'll be
ing with two strikes. If you just put the able to deal with."
Defensively, McFarland said he feels
ball in play, you can get 10 to 15 more
Doyle
has developed into the type of
hits out of that."
player
practically any coach would like
Coach Joe "Spanky" McFarland said
although he is trying to get Doyle to cut to have on a team.
"He's kind of the captain of the
back on swinging at off-speed pitches,
DAVE KIMlsenior photographer
this season more than last he would infield as far as what's going to happen
with pitchers and holding runners and Senior shortstop Nathan Doyle will lead
all that," McFarland said. "He's a sta- a senior-laden infield for JMU in '03.
bling force that way too because he's
just mature and he's been around and after me and I'd look after him.
"If a guy was down and having
he knows all that stuff."
Doyle credits bonding with the rest problems, he'd be the one to step in and
of his infield teammates, on and off the help them out — coach them a little bit.
Coaches can't always relate to the playfield, with his consistent play.
"Getting to play my sophomore and ers and I think Nathan was kind of the
junior years has really helped with my midway person there."
Nathan Doyle also talked about not
experience and the overall play with all
of the guys," Doyle said. "The four of being able to play with his brother.
"It's going to be different," Doyle
us that are starting in the infield have
played together for four years now, so I said. "We talk probably two times a day
guess bonding and knowing how each at least, but I don't have that person to
drive me as much, to motivate me like I
other plays has really helped us."
Senior second baseman Mitch had last year. It's an adjustment."
McFarland, however, said he thinks
Rigsby said his relationship with Doyle
on the field is one that can't be found Nathan Doyle will look on the bright
side of losing his brother rather than
on many teams.
"With Nate, I guess we've been take it in a negative way.
"Jared got the chance to play pro
together so long, it just comes natural,"
Rigsby said. "I know when he's going ball and the money and all that, but
to flip it or if he's going to throw it, Nathan is back and he wants to get
whereas when you play with somebody the ring because we haven't gotten the
new they have to tell you what they're ring yet," McFarland said. "We've
going to do or you have to get used to gotten close — we won the regular
season — but unfortunately you don't
what's going to happen."
Another hurdle Doyle will have to get the ring unless you can win the
deal with this season is the departure of conference tournament.
"I know Nathan would just love to
his twin brother Jared, who was a thirdround draft pick of the Arizona win the ring and stick it in Jared's face."
Nathan Doyle said he feels it will
Diamondbacks last summer. Jared, a
left-hander who went 11-3 with a 2.57 take a lot of hard work throughout this
earned run average in 17 appearances season in order to get to that point.
"Since our team is so overloaded
for the Dukes in '02, said he'd miss
spending time with Nathan Doyle, but with seniors and freshmen, I try to go
felt his brother's presence on the team out there every day and show the freshmen what it takes to be a good player,"
probably was needed.
"We're pretty close," Jared said. Doyle said. "I do that by leading by
"We've always done stuff together — example, you know, getting the extra 50
we've lived together, hung out together. ground balls after practice or getting
We're also both really competitive — those extra 50 cuts. In the long run it'll
both of us are always wanting to do bet- just help you."
FILE PHOTO/Mf ghan Montgomery
In other words, practice makes
ter than the other one. We'd each be a
2002
and
led
the
team with 14 home runs. driving force for each other — he'd look more consistent.
Senior shortstop Nathan Doyle hit .269 In
BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
Just call him Mr. Consistency.
Entering his final season, senior shortstop Nathan Doyle has been the glue
holding a stellar Dukes infield together for the past three years. Doyle hasn't
been too shabby with the bat either —
in 2002 his 14 homeruns led JMU,
while his 51 RBls were good enough
for third on the team.
Despite all of the positives that can
be discussed about Doyle's game, there
is one area he says he's been working to
improve for a while.
"The coaches have really been
working with me to help me get more
consistent at the plate and cut down
my strikeouts a little more," said
Doyle, whose 66 strikeouts led JMU
last season. "Really, the coaches are
looking at cutting down on my swing-
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29
27
4
9
16
7
22
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8
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36
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21
3
14
31

37
10
26
35
33
12
20
2
15
24
6
28

Matt Bristow
Mike Butia
Chris Cochran
Michael Cowgill
Geoff Oegener
Matt Deuchler
Skyler Doom
Nathan Doyle
Travis Ebaugh
Jake Gaiser
Jamie Hansberry
Shea Harris
Kurt Isenberg
Eddie Kim
Brian Leatherwood
Alan Lindsey
Sean Loso
Mitch Maley
Rick McKernan
Clay McKim
Brent Metheny
Travis Miller
Mitchell Moses
Greg Nesbitt
Mitch Rigsby
Patrick Riley
Justin Ruffin
Dan Santobianco
Nate Schill
Matt Sluder
Mike Trussell

Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.

OF
OF
RHP
INF
RHP

r-Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
r-Sr.
Sr.
r-Fr.
Fr.
Jr.

C
OF
SS
OF
LHP
INF
C
LHP/OF

Sr.
So.

IB
RHP

r-Jr.
r-Fr.
Sr.
r-Sr.
r-Sr.

OF
2B/0F
RHP
RHP

Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

3B/SS/RHP

RHP
RHP
RHP/IB

Sr.

LHP
2B

Fr.
r-Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
r-Sr.

RHP
OF
C
3B/RHP
C
RHP

r-Fr.

6*3"
6'2"
6'0"
5'10"
6'1"
5'11"
6*16'16*0"
6*5"
5"11"
5'10"
6'0"
6'4"
6'16'2"
5'10"
6'3"
6'4"
6"4"
6'1"
6'2"
6'3*
6'3"
6'1"
6'1"
5'11"
6'1"
6'3"
6*0"
6'4"

200
205
235
185
190
205
155
195
170
225
180
190
195
260
190
205
165
205
240
240
200
185
225
185
200
190
200
210
190
205
210

Richmond, VA
Pittsburgh, PA
Reston, VA
Lexington.KY
Cape May, NJ
Ellicott City, MD
Yorktown, VA
Wilmington, NC
Newport News, VA
Herndon, VA
Haddonfleld, NJ
Washington Township, NJ
Virginia Beach, VA
Fairfax, VA
Norfolk, VA
Mechanics vide, VA
Harrisonburg, VA
Fairfax Station, VA
Newport News.VA
Hanover, PA
Moorefield, WV
Harrisburg, PA
Richmond, VA
Drumore, PA
Glen Allen, VA
Johnson City, NY
Virginia Beach, VA
Wilmington, DE
Audubon, NJ
Mecanicsville, VA
Newport News, VA

C< J

LHP
Greg Nesbitt
Jake Gaiser
Kurt Isenberg

RHP
Chris Cochran
Mike Trussell
Mitch Maley
Brian Leatherwoi
Travis Miller
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[closers]
Rick McKernan
Mitch Moses
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CF
Lauren Curtis
L,
Natalie Burd

RF
Leah Evert
2B

"TM^

3erkemeier

SOFTBALL
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y

FAshlee Sch

f

DH

LHP
Liz George

RHP
Leah Conley
Nikki Dunn
Briana Carrera
Krista Brotemarkle

Kristi Nixon
9

Kelly Ann Berkemeier

Fr.

2B

5'6"

Dallas, TX

10

Tricia Berryman

Fr.

Of

5'4"

Buckingham, VA

11

Krista Brotemarkle

Fr.

P

5*6'

Clifton, VA

4

Natalie Burd

So.

OF

5'2"

Bristol, PA

6

Briana Carrera

Fr.

UT

5*3"

San Diego, CA

2

Leah Conley

So.

P

5'6"

Levittown, PA

24

Lauren Curtis

Fr.

OF

5'6-

Seattle, WA

5

Nikki Dunn

So.

P

5'6"

Sandston, VA

12

Leah Evert

Jr.

OF

5'9"

McLean, VA

3

Liz George

So.

P/OF

5'6"

Virginia Beach, VA

21

Katie Jaworski

So.

UT

5'6"

Pittsburgh. PA

15

Kristi Nixon

r-So.

IB

5'6-

Virginia Beach, VA

20

Lisa Perdew

So.

2B

5'5"

Oakton, VA

22

Ashlee Schenk

So.

C/1B

5'8"

Nashville, TN

16

Kara Schwind

Jr.

3B/C

5'2"

Midlothian, VA

14

Megan Smith

Fr.

IB

5*8"

Sterling, VA

.
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Freshman utility player Briana Carrera (right) flips the ball to sophomore outfielder Natalie Burd in batting practice late last week. Burd will be JMU's leadoff hitter in '03.

Dukes looking to turn corner
After stellar first season, Flynn hopes to see more production out of young lineup
BY JEFF TOMIK

contributing writer
Despite returning no seniors this season,
the softball team makes up in experience
what it lacks in age. Most of the top hitters
from last year are all returning, and the pitching staff is very experienced as well. The team
is led by captains sophomore pitcher Leah
Conley, junior outfielder Leah Evert and
junior third baseman Kara Schwind.
"I am ecstatic about the upcoming
season," coach Katie Flynn said. "The
team faces some tough competition this
season. We will face teams from big conferences like the Big 10 and [Atlantic
Coast Conference] in addition to the difficult conference opponents of the
[Colonial Athletic Association!."
Last year was the first year that JMU had
a softball program. The team finished with
a 25 - 24 record in its first season. Flynn said
she hopes the team can improve from last
season's stellar first year.
"I hope to build upon last season,"
Flynn said. "My goal is to finish in the
top three in the CAA and get an opportunity to make a run at the CAA title."
Schwind said after last year's showing,
the Dukes all expect to win more this season.

"Last year we had nothing to prove,"
Schwind said. "We shocked a lot of teams in
and out of our conference, but this year we
have to step up to our potential. Our schedule is harder and we have more games to
play, but with our experience and depth we
should perform well."
Conley was named to the All-CAA second team last season. She had a record of
12-11 in 2002 and recorded a 2.08 earned
run average with a team leading 126 strikeouts. Sophomore pitcher Nikki Dunn and
sophomore pitcher/outfielder Liz George
will complete the pitching staff. Dunn
struck out 115 batters while going 11-10 and
having a 1.59 ERA in '02, while George had
limited time on the mound last season.
Evert is the leader in the outfield and
throughout the team. Last season as a
sophomore, Evert batted .286 with 24 runs
and 14 RBIs. With her team leading 13
stolen bases she became a threat on the
base paths as well. Last season's performance led to Evert being named to the AllCAA second team as well.
Schwind and sophomore catcher/first
baseman Ashlee Schenk are two of the
Dukes' top infielders, according to Flynn.
Schwind will see time at both the catcher

-U
Last year we had nothing to
prove. We shocked a lot of
teams in and out of our
conference, but this year we
have to step up to our potential.
— Kara Schwind
sophomore third baseman

5?
and third base positions in her junior season. Last season she batted .230 with 20
RBIs and a team-leading 10 doubles.
Schenk will be a sophomore this season
but contributed a lot her freshman year by
leading the team in batting average (.296),
on base percentage (.410) and RBIs (24).
Schwind and Schenk look to have a large
roll in the heart of the lineup.
Sophomore Katie Jaworski looks to contribute as a unTitary player. She made the
All-CAA second team last season batting
.276 with 14 RBIs but she was most impres-

sive without the bat. Jaworski recorded 209
put outs with only three errors in the field
during her freshman season.
"We have six freshman this year and a
couple should start right away," Flynn said.
"These freshman were recruited all across
the country coming from Texas, California
and Washington as well as a number from
quality programs in Virginia."
Conley said despite some of last season's
big wins, the Dukes still aren't satisfied.
"In this region last year, we definitely
left our mark as an up-and-coming softball team," Conley said. "We surprised a
large number of excellent and established
programs last year, and they have not forgotten about us. We have been working
hard this off-season, and we are ready to
step onto the field to show everyone what
JMU softball is all about.
"We are not going to be content with
last year's record. We are striving to
become a better softball team with each
and every practice."
The team opens its season Feb. 14 in
Raleigh, N.C., where it will face Fordham
Univesrity, the University of Wisconsin and
the University of North CarolinaGreensboro in the Triangle Classic.
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natural leader on and off the field, junior third
wseman Kara Schwind helps to pace JMU in '03
BY KIT COLLINS

contributing writer
After transferring from Coastal
larolina University following her freshian year, junior Kara Schwind helped lead
1U to a winning season as a sophomore.
lis third-baseman from Midlothian
Ireturns this year, backed with a team full of
[experience and hopes.
"By playing together for the first time as
la varsity team last year, we have experience
Iwith each other," Schwind said. "Plus, the
Isix freshmen that we gained are very solid
I offensively and defensively."
Schwind's experience more than
[speaks for itself. In high school, she was
named to the first-team all-district and allI region for her junior and senior years.
Schwind also was named to the all-state
and all-metropolitan teams as a senior and
was her team's most valuable player and
captain, as well as her team's offensive
player of the year.
As a sophomore at JMU, she was a team
I captain who started all 49 games and led
the team with 152 at-bats and 10 doubles.
She was also second on the team with 20
RBIs and stole five bases in five attempts.
" [Schwind 1 sets an example of how to
be on the field," sophomore pitcher Liz
George said. "She is very competitive and
has great leadership skills. The team really
looks up to her."
Sophomore co-captain Leah Conley

agrees with George.
"[Schwind] is well-respected by the
younger girls on the team, and she is a natural leader on the field as well as in the
classroom," Conley said. "She is a true
competitor and her spirit and confidence
radiate throughout the entire team."
Despite Coastal Carolina's solid softball
reputation, she thought that JMU provided
lots of opportunities in the classroom and on
the field. She said that playing on a first year
Division I team was a great opportunity.
"Playing on such a young team definitely has its advantages," Schwind
said. "We are growing as a team together, so we are a very close-knit team with
a lot of chemistry."
The team won 25 games its inaugural
season and five of the nine games in the
Colonial Athletic Association. It also placed
third in the CAA Tournament, which is a
great accomplishment for a first-year team.
"Nobody ever expected that of us,"
junior outfielder Leah Evert said. "We even
beat teams like the University of Virginia,
who were nationally ranked."
This year Schwind also will be a great
help to the freshmen who will need to
make the adjustment from high school
ball to college softball.
Freshman second baseman Kelly
Berkemeier said, "I feel comfortable coming
to her with any problem and she's always
willing to assist me. She is encouraging and

stoUn bases

5
forU
Started all 49 games of 2002

helpful both on and off
the field."
Scwhind also said
she has great expectations for the team
this season.
"I am a positive person, but I am also very
demanding as a captain," Schwind said. "I
expect the best out of
each of the girls."
George said,
"(Schwind)
always gives
100 percent
— it's an
encouragement to
the rest of
us to try
do the
same."

NATE
THARP/
art director

RACHELLE LACROlX/pht>to editor

Junior third baseman Kara Schwind hopes to help the Dukes get
over the hump in the Colonial Athletic Association in 2003.
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Evert overcomes adversity,
leads team into 2003
Veteran recalls big hit in UVa. upset
could come to any satisfactory conclusion.
Meanwhile, the pain was beginning to take
its toll on the senior shortstop.
"It kind of affected my mood in playing
sports in general," Evert said. "I didn't really try that hard to get recruited."
Villanova University and Bucknell
University both recruited Evert for their softball teams, but their inability to offer her a
scholarship left Evert and her parents searching for a more affordable option. What they
found was JMU, a public, in-state university
that in the next few years was planning to
add a varsity softball program. It appeared
that Evert had found her haven, but the nagging pain in her neck put a damper on her
freshman year in Harrisonburg.
"There wasn't a night where I slept
through the night freshman year," Evert
said. "I have never felt the pain that I did
freshman year."
Throughout her struggle to identify the
source of the pain. Evert said that she continued to play softball with the club team
despite knowing that she wasn't competing
to the best of her abilities. The watershed
moment came when her parents took her to
be evaluated at Johns Hopkins University
Hospital in Baltimore, Md.
There, doctors discovered the source of
all of her pain — a rare tumor that had
attached itself to her cervical spine, according to Evert. What followed was surgery to
remove the tumor and seven months of
rehabilitation in a stiff neck brace that took
her away from softball during the summer
after her freshman year.
When she returned the next fall, Evert
said she felt like a new person and that the
difference was unbelievable. "After that, I
was like, 'yeah, I'm ready to play softball
now.'" Luckily, her rehabilitation coincided
with the semester in which JMU hired its
first varsity softball coach, Katie Hynn. Evert
quickly jumped on the chance to play for the
Dukes' first softball team.
"I watched her compete with the club
team," Hynn said. "I knew she had some talent. She needed some coaching and to see
some better opposition."
Evert said that she was nervous and anxious about trying out for Hynn's squad. "I
wasn't recruited by a lot of teams [out of
high school], so I don't think 1 had the confidence that I had after (last) season. I had
The things that I do are things that kind of assumed that I might be able to play
I, but I wasn't sure."
I gotfrom watching my teammates Division
Hynn ran a group of hopefuls through a
tryout that lasted a little over a week, accordthat were older than me.
ing to Evert. Since making the team', Evert
said
she makes frequent attempts to remind
— Leah Evert
red-shirt junior outfielder her teammates of where the varsity softball
program has come from. She is, after all, the
last remaining member of the Dukes that
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

senior writer
It was like David taking on Goliath. The
Dukes last April trailed nationally ranked
University of Virginia 2-0 going into the top
half of the sixth. All-American pitcher
Kristen Dennis was perfect for the Cavaliers
through five frames, and JMU was in desperate need of a spark. A leadoff walk and a
bunt single put runners at first and second
for red-shirt junior Leah Evert, but the
McLean native stepped to the plate with little in the way of confidence.
Evert had faced Dennis twice that afternoon and had struck out in both trips to the
plate. Adding to her frustrations was the fact
that UVa.'s catcher that afternoon was a former teammate who, in Everfs words,
"knew where my weaknesses were." The
Dukes' right fielder quickly found herself
down two strikes before delivering the
biggest hit of JMU's innagural season.
"Somehow she left one up on the outside corner," Evert said. "I think I closed
my eyes. I really don't remember anything,
I just remember being shocked and running as fast as I could."
Evert had opened her eyes to find she
had blistered a game-tying, two-run double.
On the throw home, Evert took third, setting
up a Herculean upset when the next batter'
hit a grounder deep into the hole behind second, scoring Evert. JMU, a team in its first
year as a varsity program, held on and beat
a nationally ranked team led by an AllAmerican pitcher, 3-2.
"They knew we were a first year team
and wanted to walk all over us," Evert
said. "It was definitely a personal sense of
accomplishment, especially striking out
twice then finally doing something to
help out the team."
The switch-hitting Evert is certainly no
stranger to adversity, off the field as well as
on. In her senior year at McLean High
School, Evert began to experience spasms
and pain in her neck. Evert said it began to
affect her while playing softball, at the plate
and while throwing.
According to Evert, some 10 or 11 doctors in Maryland and Virginia attempted to
find the source of her discomfort, but none
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RACHELLE LACROIX/p/ww editor
Redshirt junior outfielder Leah Evert had one of JMU's biggest hits in its first varsity season.

played on a club team at JMU.
"When I was a freshman, I was going
around to different dorm rooms asking
for people to petition for this team," Evert
said. "I want (my teammates) to always
keep that in perspective.
"I miss the club team in a lot of ways.
We were really a close bunch, and we had
a wonderful team. I wouldn't give up
playing varsity but I also wouldn't give
up playing club because it was a wonderful experience for me."
The Dukes charged into their innagural
season with Evert in a new position — outfield. The former infielder initially didn't
think she had the speed to roam the outfield
for the Dukes, she said. But thanks to an
intense conditioning program, Evert said she
is now more comfortable in her right field
position than she would be at shortstop.
That new found speed quickly paid dividends for the Dukes last season, as Evert
led JMU in stolen bases, swiping 13 bags
while starting all 49 games. Evert also led
JMU in hits (42), total bases (56) and runs
(14). Such a performance by this outfielder
from the humble beginnings of club softball
earned her second-team All-Colonial
Athletic Association honors, something
Evert was quick to downplay.
"I was completely shocked," she said.
"My batting average wasn't what I wanted

it to be. I think I was lucky to get that." Evert
said that since her best games last season
were against conference rivals like Drexel
University and Hofstra University, coaches
from those schools were more likely to vote
for her to receive all-conference honors.
Nlever without a new challenge, Evert
this season is presented with a more prominent role on the team, as she is beginning her
second year as a co-captain. Sophomore
pitcher Nikki Dunn said mat Evert is always
willing to sacrifice her time to make the team
a more cohesive unit, organizing out of practice team functions and dinners.
"The things that I do are things that I
got from watching my teammates that
were older than me," Evert said. "You
kind of have to have someone older take
initiative to do things like that."
Flynn hopes that her right fielder's offensive role continues to develop as well, as she
said she plans to move Evert from the leadoff spot in the lineup to third or fourth in
order to make her more of a run producer.
"Speed and power are a rare combination,
and she has both. We've moved her to a
position where she can use that to produce
more RBIs," Flynn said.
Evert will look to use her veteran knowledge to continue to guide the team and program in the right direction, starting Friday
when the team opens at the Triangle Classic.
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DAVE VMM senior photographer

Senior first baseman Eddie Kim takes swings during batting practice. During JMU's 44-wln season a year ago, Kim was named the Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Year.

Goal: Win a ring
GOAL, from page 3
hander had a 3.84 earned run average
and 65 strikeouts.
"Chris is a solid college pitcher who
has a chance to break a lot of career
records because he's pitched every
year," McFarland said. "He's no
slouch. We feel pretty good about him.
He's been one of those guys that doesn't get a lot of credit and he doesn't
have a blazing fastball and he doesn't
strike out a lot of guys, but he wins."
Joining Cochran at the top of the
rotation will be the left-handed
Isenberg and red-shirt senior Mike
Trussell, a right hander.
"When Mike is healthy, he's as good
as we have,"
McFarland said.
"Unfortunately, he's had all sorts of
different injuries since he's been here.
He's healthy right now and throwing

the ball good, so we hope he can put
together a whole year."
McFarland said a number of guys
will have a chance to start during the
week and come in for relief. Red-shirt
senior Rick McKernan should be the
top closer, with Moses also getting a
shot to close out games as well.
"We should be all right," Kim said of
the Diamond Dukes this season. "We
have all our hitters back and our pitching staff has improved dramatically
since the fall. Coach McFarland's doing
a great job with them. I'm pretty excited about what's going to happen, especially with our senior infield and catcher. I'm pretty optimistic this year."
The Diamond Dukes will begin their
hunt for a ring Friday against South
Carolina in the ESPN Radio 1340
Shootout in Charleston, S.C.

DAVE
KIM/senior

photognjhtr
Senior shortstop
Nathan Doyle fields
a ground ball and
throws to first base
during practice last
week. Doyle and
senior second baseman Mitch Rlgsby
provide the Diamond Dukes with a
tough combo up
the middle.
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Feb. 14
Feb. 15
Feb. 16

ESPN Radio 1340 Shootout
1:30p.m.
South Carolina
10:00a.m.
Tennessee
1:30p.m.
Vanderbilt

Feb. 19
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
March 1
March 2*
March 4
March 7
March 8
March 9
March 11
March 13
March 15
March 16*
March 18
March 19
March 22
March 23*
March 26
March 28
March 29
March 30
April 2
April 4
April 5
April 6
April 8
April 9
April 11
April 12
April 13
April 15
April 16
April 18
April 19
April 20
April 23
April 25
April 26
April 27
April 30
May 3
May 4
May 11
May 12
May 13
May 15
May 16
May 17
May 20

Triangle Classic In Raleigh, NC
12noon
Fordham
4:00p.m.
Wisconsin
Feb. 15
noon
UNC-Greensboro
Feb. 14

2:30p.m.
vs. George Washington
2:30p.m.
at Wake Forest
1:30p.m.
at Wake Forest
1:30p.m.
at Wake Forest
2:30p.m.
at George Washington
2:30p.m.
vs. Radford
noon
vs. Canisius
noon
vs. Canisius
3:00p.m.
at Virginia
3:00p.m.
vs. Central Conn. State
1:00p.m.
vs. Central Conn. State
1:00p.m.
vs. Central Conn. State
2:30p.m.
at Virginia Tech
2:30p.m.
vs. Buffalo
1:00p.m.
vs. St. John's,
1:00p.m.
vs. St. John's
1:30p.m.
vs. Maryland
2:30p.m.
vs. Virginia Tech
noon
at Wright State
noon
at Wright State
3:00p.m.
vs. Virginia
3:00p.m.
at Delaware
1:00p.m.
at Delaware
1:00p.m.
at Delaware
3:00p.m.
vs. Richmond
3:00p.m.
vs. William and Mary
1:00p.m.
vs. William and Mary
1:00p.m.
vs. William and Mary
3:00p.m.
at Richmond
3:00p.m.
vs. Liberty
3:00p.m.
at Drexel
1:00p.m.
at Drexel
1:00p.m.
at Drexel
3:00p.m.
at Liberty
3:00p.m.
at Radford
3:00p.m.
vs. Towson
1:00p.m.
vs. Towson
1:00p.m.
vs. Towson
7:00p.m.
at Maryland
3:00p.m.
vs. George Mason
1:00p.m.
vs. George Mason
1:00p.m.
vs. George Mason
3:00p.m.
at Penn State
6:30p.m.
at Winthrop
1:00p.m.
at Winthrop
7:00p.m.
at UNC-Wilmington
7:00p.m.
at UNC-Wilmington
2:00p.m.
at UNC-Wilmington
4:00p.m.
vs. Old Dominion
4:00p.m.
vs. Old Dominion
1:00p.m.
vs. Old Dominion
CAA Tournament in Manteo. NC

Dixie Classic In Virginia Beach, VA
9:00a.m.
Rider
1:00p.m.
Niagara
March 1
1:00p.m.
UMBC
3:00p.m.
Radford
Feb. 28

March 4

2:00p.m.

at Liberty

Elon Tournament In Burlington, NC
noon
Radford
2:00p.m.
UNC-Wilmington
March 8
9:00a.m.
Appalachian State
11:00a.m.
Elon
March 7

March 12*

2:00p.m.

vs. Virginia Tech

Dukes Invitational at Home
March 14
1:00p.m.
vs. UMBC
3:00p.m.
vs. Fordham
March 15
noon
vs. St. Francis
Hoo's Who Tournament
March 21
11:00a.m.
1:00p.m.
March 22
noon
10:00a.m.
%j&
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H
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March 29
April 2
April 5*
April 6
April 12
April 13
April 16
April 19*
April 20
April 23*
April 26
April 27
May 3*
May 4

1:00p.m.
at Radford
2:00p.m.
at George Washington
1:00p.m.
vs. Delaware
1:00p.m.
vs. Delaware
11:00a.m.
at Drexel
11:00a.m.
at Drexel
5:00p.m.
at Maryland
1:00p.m.
vs. Towson
1:00p.m.
vs. Towson
3:00p.m.
vs. Virginia
noon
at Hofstra
noon
at Hofstra
1:00p.m.
vs. George Mason
1:00p.m.
vs. George Mason
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May 8
May 9
May 10

CAA Championships
CAA Championships
CAA Championships
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* Doubleheader
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* Doubleheader
1

in Charlottesville, VA
Robert Morris
Penn State
Virginia
Tulsa
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